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Abstract
In this paper, we examine various classes of Markov transition matrices whose 
limiting probabilities is the normalized sequence of Fibonacci numbers. We investigate 
the various properties of these classes of matrices. In addition, general results about 
the class of transition matrices whose limiting probability vectors form other known 
sequences are presented.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Markov processes have been found to be appropriate in modelling many problems 
arising in nature. In many of these problems, of great importance to analysts is the 
stationary distribution of the Markov processes modelled. In fact, most control de­
cisions are based on the stationary distribution of the processes. As a result, several 
methods have been developed to solve for the stationary distribution of systems that 
are modelled by Markov processes. Some of the methods include the generating func­
tion approach (see Bhat and Miller [1]), the numerical approach, the uniformization 
approach (for Continuous Time Markov Processes (CTMP)), and so on.
Fibonacci numbers form a sequence of positive integers whose terms are sum of the 
two preceding numbers given two initial numbers. Research on Fibonacci numbers 
has been going on since the 13th century when the numbers were found by Leonardo 
Fibonacci. Interesting properties of Fibonacci numbers have been found, and many 
applications have be discovered. Fibonacci numbers have been found useful in many 
areas of human endeavors like Architecture, Human Anatomy, Dentistry, Computer 
sciences, investment management, Music, and so on.
The literature abounds with papers on number theory (especially number se­
quences) using matrix methods (but not probabilistic matrices). Basin and Hoggatt, 
in their novel paper [2], presented a matrix method approach for analyzing properties 
of Fibonacci numbers. This gave rise to a lot of papers on the Fibonacci Q-matrix 
method of finding properties of Fibonacci numbers. Since then, matrix methods have 
been employed in finding interesting properties of number sequences. Kalman [3] 
derived a number of closed-form formulas for the generalized Fibonacci sequence by
l
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1. INTRODUCTION 2
matrix methods. Er [4] extended the matrix representation and showed that sums 
of generalized Fibonacci numbers could be derived directly using this representation. 
However, the literature is scanty on research into the application of number theory to 
probability (especially to the analysis of Markov processes). One of the few works in 
this area was by Simeon Berman [5]. He considered a certain discrete time Markov 
process in the interval (0,1] and defined the process X n to have a binary expansion. 
He then found properties of the process.
In this study, we use the given stationary distribution (including the infinite state 
space case) and find probability transition matrices (or the rate matrices) with the 
given stationary distribution for some classes of Markov processes. We examine some 
Markov processes whose limiting probability vectors form known sequences of num­
bers. The properties of such known sequences are applied in simplifying the limiting 
probability vector for the underlying Markov processes. The basic idea of this work 
is to use knowledge of number sequences in constructing classes of transition matri­
ces. Also using the properties of number sequences (especially Fibonacci numbers), 
the limiting probability vector for the finite and infinite classes of these transition 
matrices are analyzed
In the next section, we present some definition of the terms used in this thesis. 
In chapter 2, the concept of Uniformization is presented and a geometric interpre­
tation of uniformized Markov processes is given. In chapters 3 and 4, interesting 
results about the class of transition matrices, whose limiting probability vector is the 
normalized sequence of Fibonacci numbers, are presented. The class of transition 
matrices whose limiting probability vectors form normalized sequences belonging to 
the class of generalized Fibonacci sequences are presented in chapter 5. In Chap­
ter 6, we examine some other types of sequences as examples. General results for 
classes of transition matrices whose limiting probability vectors are normalized Ho­
radam sequences are presented in chapter 7. Two new classes of transition matrices,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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whose limiting probability vectors are normalized Horadam sequences, are presented 
in chapter 8. Some common properties of the classes of transition matrices considered 
are also discussed. Finally in chapter 9, we present some concluding comments and 
outline issues for future research.
1.1. Definitions
We define some of the terms used in the thesis.
Markov Processes
A discrete-parameter stochastic process { X ( t) , t  — 0 ,1 ,2 ,...}  or a continuous- 
parameter stochastic process { X ( t) ,t  > 0} is said to be a Markov process if for 
any set n time points £x < /,2 < ... < in the index set or time range of the 
process, the conditional distribution of X (t)  being at state n  given the values of 
X(t-j_), X ( t 2) ,X ( t3) , . . ., A (tn_i ), depends on the immediately preceding value X(f„_i). 
More precisely [11], for any real numbers £ 1 , 2:2 , •••,£«
Pr{X( tn)<xn\X(ti) = £1,..., A ( t n_i) =  £„_ i}  =  Pr{X( tn)<xn\X (fn_i) =  £„_i}.
That is, given the most recent data, the future is independent of the past data. Many 
real life processes can be model by Markov processes. Examples include reliability 
processes, queueing systems, computer networks, and so on.
Markov Chain
This is a class of Markov processes where the state space and the time index are 
both discrete. When the time index is continuous, the chain is said to be a continuous­
time Markov chain. An example of this is birth and death processes. When the state 
space is continuous, we have a Markov process.
Transition Probability M atrix
Transition Probability matrix is the matrix of the probabilities of one-step transi­
tion from state i to j .  Therefore, the entries of the matrix are probabilities and each
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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rows add up to 1. It is usually denoted by P — [p*.,], where Pij =  P (X n+i = j \X n =  i). 
For example,




K4 4 2 J
Lim iting D istribution
The limiting probability is the probability that after a long time, the process is in 
state j  given that it started in state i and it is independent of the starting state i. In 
other words, the limiting distribution describes the long run behavior of the Markov 
process. The limiting distribution[ll] is usually represented by a row vector(say u) 
with the condition that the entries sum to 1. Given a transition matrix P,
l i r r i n ^ P 71 =  v.
Irreducibility
A Markov chain is said to be irreducible if the states of the process communicate. 
That is, if it is possible to get to any state from any state.
Periodicity
The period of a state i is defined as the greatest common divisor of all integers 
n > 1 for which P -^  > 0 [1]. That is, a state has period k if any return to state i 
can occur only in some multiple of k time steps and k is the largest number with this 
property. In other words, the period of a state is defined as
k — gcd{n : P r(X n = j \X 0 =  i) > 0}
When the period is 1, then the state is said to be aperiodic; otherwise, the state is 
said to be periodic with period k.
Recurrence
A state i is said to be recurrent if starting from state i, eventual return to this 
state is certain[l]. For a given state i, the mean recurrence time //,; is defined as
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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A recurrent state i is said to be positive recurrent if m  < oo. Otherwise, it is said to 
be null recurrent.
Ergodicity
A state i is said to be ergodic if it is aperiodic and positive recurrent. If all states 
in a Markov chain are ergodic, then the chain is said to be ergodic.
R ate M atrix
Let fa be the rate at which the process leaves state i (that is, the average number of 
“leavings” per unit time given that the system is in state i). Let ptj be the probability 
that the process goes from state i directly to state j .  Define qt] = HiPij for all i ^  j .  
Then, qtj is called the transition rate from i to j .
The rate matrix or infinitesimal generator (often denoted by Q) is the matrix of 
the transition rates from state i to j .  Each row sums to zero and all the diagonal 
elements are negative. That is, qvl is defined to be J T  where i ^ j .
1.2. Contributions
In this thesis, we find transition and rate matrices that have a given limiting distri­
bution consisting of well known normalized sequences in number theory. The results 
given are all new and original, except for some of the material in the uniformization 
chapter.
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CHAPTER 2
U  niform ization
Uniformization (also known as Randomization) was introduced by Jensen [6], pop­
ularized and expanded by Grassmann [7] and has been used by many other authors. 
Its underlying goal is to compute the transient probability vector of a continuous time 
Markov chain by converting the process to a discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) and 
solving for the probability vector in that setting. We use the tools of Uniformization 
for a different purpose.
We consider an ergodic continuous time Markov chain X (t) = { X ( t) ,t  G [0, n)} 
with rate matrix (infinitesimal generator) Q and the limiting probability (row) vector 
is. While many authors employ the uniformization approach to find a DTMC whose 
transient probability vector is the same as for CTMC, we use this method to obtain 
a class of transition matrices with the same stationary distribution as the Q rate 
matrix.
T h e o r e m  2.0.1.
Consider an ergodic continuous time Markov chain with the rate matrix Q. Let v 
be the limiting probability row vector for this Markov process.
(a) Then, I  +  (Q /k) is a probability transition matrix with the same limiting 
probability vector u if k > m aXij\Q ij\, where k is a real number and Qij is 
the (i , j ) entry of Q.
(b) I f  P  is a probability transition matrix, then P  — I  is a rate matrix.
6
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P r o o f .
(a) The standard method of obtaining the limiting vector for a given rate matrix Q is 
to solve 0 =  uQ. The standard method for obtaining the limiting vector for a given 
Markov transition matrix P  is to solve v  =  vP. By Uniformization,
0 =  v(Q /k).
Thus
v = v +  v(Q /k) = u l + u (Q /k)
■ => i / = t/(I + Q /k).
Hence, P  = I  + (Q /k ) satisfies u = uP  and the rows of I  + (Q /k ) sum to 1 while the
entries of I  +  (Q /k) lie between 0 and 1.
(b) Secondly,
v =  uP => u l = uP.
Hence,
0 = v P - v I  = v ( P - I ) .
Therefore, Q =  P  — I satisfies 0 =  vQ  and the rows of Q sum to 0 while its non­
diagonal entries are non-negative. □
T h e o r e m  2.0.2.
Let P  be a n n x n  probability transition matrix for a DTMC with limiting probability 
vector v. The class of transition matrices of the form I  +  (P  — I ) / k  has the same
limiting vector as P, where k is a number such that k > maXij\Qi}j\ and P  — I  — [Qij\
and I  is an n  x n identity matrix.
P r o o f .
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Since v = u P , it follows that 0 =  v(P  — I). Also P-I satisfies the condition of 
a rate matrix of a CTMP, namely that the rows sum to 0, the diagonal entries are 
negative and the off diagonal entries are non-negative. We can divide the entries of 
P — I  by a real number k > 0 and still have a rate matrix with the same limiting 
probability vector. However, we want to convert our rate matrix back to a transition 
matrix so we need k at least as large as the largest absolute entry in P  — I. Select any 
such k. Then 0 =  u{P — I) /k.  Add u — Iu to both sides to get v =  v\(P — I ) / k  + 1]. 
Because of the way we chose k, we know that u = u[(P — I) j k  +  I] satisfies the 
conditions of a DTMC probability transition matrix, namely that the rows sum to 1 
and all the entries lie between 0 and 1. We still have the same limiting probability 
vector. □
Hence for any continuous time Markov chain X(t )  with rate matrix Q, we have a 
whole class of discrete time transition matrices with the same stationary distribution 
as Q. This affords us the opportunity of presenting continuous time processes (such 
as queueing systems, reliability systems and so on) in a Markov transition matrix 
form. Furthermore, Theorems (2.0.1) and (2.0.2) make it possible to move back 
and forth between the continuous time Markov chain and the discrete time Markov 
chains. In the subsequent pages, the continuous-time Markov chain are transformed 
to discrete time Markov chains with their associated probability transition matrices. 
We illustrate theorems 2.0.1 and 2.0.2 with the following example.
E x a m p l e  2.0.1.
We consider an irreducible, finite state aperiodic discrete time Markov chain with 
states {0,1, 2,3,4}, and with the transition probability matrix







0 1 1 4 4
1
\  4T 0 0
Let v be the limiting probability (row) vector. Solving for the limiting probability vector 
v using v = uP, given that =  1; gives
v = .(uo, 2vq — 1,5^0 — 3 ,13ẑ o — 8, — 21).
34,13,5,2,1).
By Uniformization , we can generate a continuous time Markov process with a 
rate matrix P. — I  with the same limiting probability vector as P,
(
























Letting k = maXij\Q ij\ = j ,  we get another continuous time Markov process with the 
rate matrix Q* and the same limiting vector u. namely,

















' I  /
Finally, we get a transition matrix P * which is different from P.
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\  0 0 
1 0 I 0 0
P* = Q* + I  = I I 0 I 0
Hence for different choices of k > maXij \Qij \ ,  we get a class of transition matrices 
with the same limiting probability vector u.
Solving for the limiting probability vector using v =  vP  can be cumbersome for 
transition matrices of higher finite dimensions if we begin with the first column. We 
therefore, solve for u starting from the last column.
Brill and Hlynka [8] found a geometric interpretation of 2 x 2 Markov transition 
matrices, by representing a transition matrix P by the (x, y) coordinates which are 
the first entries of the two rows of
2.1. G eom etric Interpretation of Uniform ization
P r o p e r t y  2.1.1. (Brill and Hlynka, 2002)
Let v = (a, 1 — a) be a limiting probability vector for a 2 x 2  transition matrix P  
with 0 < a < 1. For 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1, let the transition matrix
be represented by (x,y). Then the set of all transition matrices P having v as the 
limiting probability vector, when represented in R2, forms a straight line in the first 
guadrant through the points (1,0), (a, a) and (0, pzp).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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«?
.0i.80.' 0.2
F i g u r e  2.1. The Geometric representation of 2 x 2 transition matrices.
For example, for a =  | ,  the graphical representation of the class of transition
matrices whose limiting probability vector is given by v = (a, 1 — a) is shown in Figure 
2 . 1 .
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19■1,0 0,0
F ig u r e  2 .2 .  The Geometric representation of uniformized transition matrices.
We explain Theorem 2.0.2 by the uniformization method. Consider the geometric 
representation of a 2x2 transition matrix Pi on the line joining (1,0) and (G ,a/(1—a)) 
in the first quadrant. By uniformization and using property 1.2, we find a correspond­
ing rate matrix Q — Pi —I  on the line y — — {jz^,)x in the second quadrant. Dividing 
by k > m a x i j \ Q ■ | , another rate matrix Q* is found. Adding the identity matrix 
I of the same dimension takes us to P*, which is another transition matrix on the 
line y — — (x — 1) in the first quadrant. On the other hand, starting from Qi,we 
end up with a class of transition matrices on the line y = — j ^ { x  — 1) with the same 
stationary distribution vector as Q1 . As an example, consider the doubly stochastic 
transition matrix P  on the line y =  1 — x  for an irreducible aperiodic Markov chain 
as shown in Figure 2.2. We then find the rate matrix Q — P  — I  on the line y = —x
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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in the second quadrant. The matrix Q* is also on the line y — —x. Adding I  to Q* 
gives P* on y =  1 — x.
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Transition M atrices and Fibonacci N um bers
Fibonacci numbers form a sequence of positive integers governed by the recurrence 
relation
Fn =  Fn_i +  Fn_2; n = 2, 3, . . .  
and the initial values F0 =  0, Fx =  1.
That is, after the initial values, each number is the sum of its two preceding numbers 
[9]. The first few Fibonacci numbers are
0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 377,... .
In this section, we consider the class of transition matrices whose limiting prob­
ability vectors is the normalized sequences of Fibonacci numbers. By “normalized” 
we mean the vectors are adjusted so that the components sum to one. We further 
consider some properties of this class of transition matrices.
Taking a second look at Example (2.0.1), it will be noticed that the limiting
probability vector forms the sequence of “every other” Fibonacci number. In that
example, for states 2, 3, 4, the probabilities of moving up or moving down, staying in
the same state, or moving back to state 0 are the same. Circumstances that fit the
above description arise naturally. An example of this is a gambling game where the
possible outcomes are winning a bet, drawing (that is, staying at the same amount
of dollars), losing a bet by one dollar or losing everything(ruin). The probabilities
in this kind of gambling are the same. We consider other examples of this kind by
extending the 5 x 5  matrix to transition matrices of higher finite dimensions with the
14
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same pattern.
E x a m p l e  3.0.1.
We extend Example (2.0.1) to the 7 x 7 transition matrix
f 34
1









































0 0 0 0 14
1
2 /
The limiting probability vector
v =  3 ^ ( 2 3 3 ,8 9 ,3 4 ,1 3 ,5 ,2 ,1 ) .
This also contains Fibonacci numbers in the limiting probability vector. By uni­
formization we can get a class of 7 x 7 transition matrices with the same limiting 
probability vector. By extending this to transition matrices of higher finite dimen­
sion, we have the following general result.
T h e o r e m  3.0.2.
For 0 < b < a class of n  x n transition probability matrices that generates 
“every other” (odd indexed) Fibonacci number is given by
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1 - b b 0 o . 0 0 0
2b 1 - 3  b' b . 0 0 0
b b 1 - 3  b b . Q 0 0
b 0 b 1 - 3  b b . 0 0 0
b 0 0 b 1 - 3  b . 0 0 0
b . b 1 - 3 6  b
> b 0 0 0 0 . 0  b 1 -
with
U =  ^!l_1 F2i_i (-^2n-lj Pito—3) •••) -̂ 3) -^l)-
P r o o f .
Let the limiting probability vector be
v  =  {v0,v i , v 2, ■ ■.
We solve u =  z^P. The balance equation for state i is
Vi = bvi-i +  (1 -  3b)ui +  bvi+i.
for i = 1, 2, . . . ,  n — 2. This reduces to
i/i+1 =  3za -  z ^ .
From the definition of Fibonacci numbers,
Fk = Fk-i +  Fk~ 2 ,
Fk- 1 = Fk- 2 + Tfc-3)
Pfc-3 = Fk-2 — Fk—4-
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Hence, summing this equations gives
Fk =  3Ffc_2 — Fk_ 4.
The Fibonacci numbers are in reverse order in (2) and use every second subscript 
we need to:
(i) reverse the order of the recursion
(ii) increase the subscript spread from 1 to 2
We accomplish (i) by
(a) Subtract middle subscript from each subscript . Thus
vi+1 = 3ui -  za_ !  
becomes (using the letter a)
di — 3ao — CL—i.
(b) Replace each subscript by its negative
a_i =  3ao — d\.
(c) Shift by adding j to each subscript.
Clj—| — 3 Ctj
We accomplish (ii) by doubling each subscript
0*2 j  —2 =  3 a 2 j — U2J +2 
Then replace 2j  by k. Change a to F. Hence we must prove
Fk - 2  — 3 Fk — Ffc+2.
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This matches (2). The initial values of the sequence is accounted for in the last 
column of the matrix, so the result follows. □
We next examine the properties of this class of matrices under consideration.
It is well known that for every other Fibonacci number [9]
F\ +  F3 +  ■ • • +  F2n-3 +  F2n—i =  F2n.
Hence we have the following corollary.
C o r o l l a r y  3.0.3.
For the conditions of Theorem 3.0.2, u can be simplified to
v =  ~pf (̂F2n—i, F2n_3, ■ ■ ■ F3, Fi ).
Geometrically, the graph of the limiting probabilities versus the states is shown 
in Figure 3.1 for the 10 x 10 transition matrix case.
For the transition matrix P  given in Theorem 3.0.2, we can get a new tran­
sition matrix P l whose limiting probability vector elements are an increasing se­
quence of Fibonacci numbers. Reflect the transition matrix P  through its center by 
Pij  P n + i - i , n + i - j  to get P' • In other words, interchange the first and the last column 
of the transition matrix. Then flip the interchanged columns. Do the same with each 
pair of columns at the two ends. This implies that by transforming P  to P', we can 
obtain the limiting probability vector u such that an increasing sequence of every 
other Fibonacci numbers is obtained as the state number increases.
T H E O R E M  3.0.4. (Transformation Property)
For 0 < 6 < | , the class transition matrices P 1 of the form
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F i g u r e  3 .1 .  The Graph of limiting probabilities against the state number.
^ 1 - 2 6  b 0 0
b 1 — 3 b b
0 b 1 - 3  b b .
0 0 b 1 - 3 6  b
0 0 0 b 1 — 36
. b 1 -  3b 2b
. . b \ — b j
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v =  ^ { F \ , F 3, ..... , F2n_3, F2n-i) .
The class of transition matrices P' represents systems in which the probability of 
having an empty system is very low. For example, a queueing system in which the 
limiting probability vector is given as shown above will frequently have a crowded 
(busy) system. On the other hand, the class of transition matrices P  will frequently 
have an empty system. Customers will prefer patronizing systems with the transition 
matrix P  as it reduces their waiting times.
However, profit-oriented business owners will prefer .a system with the transition 
matrix P' as it implies more profit for them. As will be seen later, this transforma­
tional property is applicable to all the classes of transition matrices considered in this 
work. A more general result on this property of the transition matrices is presented 
in chapter 8 . Meanwhile, we illustrate the above result with an example.
E x a m p l e  3.0.2.
For 0 < b< | , consider a 5 x 5  transition matrix from Theorem 3.0.2, the corre­
sponding transformed class of transition matrices given by
(  1 -  2b b 0  0  b ^
b 1 — 3 b b 0 b
0 b 1 — 3 b b b
0 0 b 1 - 3  b b
y 0  0  0  b 1 - b  j
has the limiting probability vector
u = £ (1 ,2 ,5 ,13 ,34).
Figure 3.2 shows the graphical representation of the limiting probabilities for the 
corresponding class of 1 0  x 1 0  transition matrices.
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F i g u r e  3.2. The graph of limiting probabilities against the state number.
D e f i n i t i o n  3.0.5. The Fibonacci’s golden ratio which i s i i mn^ > t h e  unique 
positive real root [9] of
x  — x  — 1 =  0 .
D e f i n i t i o n  3.0.6. The Fibonacci numbers can be expressed in terms of n,




This is also known as the Binet formula. [9]
T h e o r e m  3.0.7. (Infinite State Property)
For 0 < b < the infinite state space transition matrix
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p  =
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/ 1 - 6 6  0  . . . . .
26 1 - 3 ? )  6 0 . . . .
6 6 1 — 36 6
6 0 6 1 -  36
6 0 0 6
22
0
6 0  . 
1 - 3 6  6 0
V ' '
has t6 e limiting probability vector
u = (£,£s,£ 5,£7,..
where £ = .
• )
P r o o f .
Using the v =  vP  approach, we write the equations corresponding to each column 
beginning from the first column. We have
Rq =  ( 1  — 6 )ro +  26ri +  bi/2 +  bî s +
zq =  bi/0 +  (1 — 36)j/x +  bi/2, 




Also since YliLo Ui ~  -*■ > the equation can be written in terms of uq and zq 
only. Solving, the limiting probability vector becomes
v =  (u0, 2 u0 -  1 , 5 r0 -  3, 13r0 -  8 , . . .) .
which is still in terms of u0, which is yet to be determined.
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Another standard method is to use the generating functions. If we define cj>(z) = 
Y jvLo uiz%, then we can obtain an expression for cf)(z) by multiplying (4) by z°, (5) by 
z 1, (6 ) by z2, and so on. Summing both sides and solving for (f>(z) yields
This still leaves the difficulty of solving for vq.
Using the finite case of Theorem 3.0.2, we have
/ , .  F 2 n - 1  F 2 n - 3  F 2 n - 5  ' .  .V yl%Uln-^00 , llTYln—>.00 i ItTTln—too ^  (7)
l12n r 2n ^2n
(See the note below concerning the mathematical difficulties that arise in writing this 
limit.)
Let lirrin^oo^y1 = £. (We show that the limit exists in (0,1) in the appendix).
Then,
=  lirrii^oo^- = £, and. 
lim n^go -:i =  f3, and so on.
Then,
u =  ( £ , £3, £ 5 , £ 7, . . . ) .
Hence, the components of u forms a geometric sequence such that
£ + £3 + £5 + . . .  = 1.
we have =  1 . Solving for £ gives
where £ is the reciprocal of the (Fibonacci) golden ratio.
□
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N o t e  3.0.1.
It can be shown that the limiting vector in the infinite state space exists. It can 
be shown that the limits inside the expression for u defined in (7) all exist. The form  
of the limiting vector for the finite space case is known. However, to make the proof 
technically correct, we would have to show that the expression of v above really does 
give the limiting vector in the infinite space case. This does in fact happen because 
we have alternative methods of finding our results and the alternative methods give 
results that match ours, but a formal justification that the vector v as defined in (7) is 
the limiting vector in the infinite case is needed. We do not have such a justification 
as yet. The comments here also hold for subsequent limiting results throughout this 
thesis.
T h e o r e m  3.0.8.
Let I be the reciprocal of the golden ratio. Then,
e n+i = F2n+1i - F 2n 
where {Tj} are the Fibonacci numbers.
P r o o f .
Solving for u using v =  vP  from Theorem 3.0.7, we have 
v ~  (i/0,2u0 -  1 ,5^o -  3 ,13z/0 -  8 , . . . ) .
However, substituting u0 =  I  gives
v = {1 2 1 -  l , 5 £ - 3 , 1 3 £ - 8 , . . . ) .
Comparing this to the final result of Theorem 3.0.7, we have
£3 =  2 £ -  1;
The result follows. □
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We could also prove this result by algebraic manipulation as follows. Using Binet’s 
formular, we have
and
^ l - f - y / 5  ^ 2 n d - l  ^ l - V 5 -j2n + l
F2n+1 = —3------7 r 3-.------
^ l  +  \ / 5 ^ 2 n  j- l  — \/b ^2n
F 2 n =  '
Let a = and (3 =  then we have
tp 0 tp   ! a2n+1—02n+1 \ n a2n—02nt2n+ it -  F2n -  ( ----- ^ ----- ) t ------ 7 r -
i W  -  F2n = ^ { ( o > +1  ~(32n+1) £ -  (a2n -  /32n)} 
F2n+1£ - F 2n = j E{(a 2n+1£ - a 2n) + (f32n- ( 3 2n+H)} 
F2n+i£ -  F2n = ± { a 2n(a£ -  1 ) +  (32n(l -  (3£)} 
Since £ is the inverse of a, we have
F2n+1£ -  F2n = W { _ (/?)2n ( ^  _  1)}
(31 = {% =& )(& !) = & *
Hence the equation can be simplified to
W  -  - ! ) }
That is,
i^ + l^  ~  ^ 2n =  =  ^ +1
and the result is established.
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CHAPTER 4
Lim iting Vector of Every Fibonacci N um ber
Having found a class of matrices whose limiting vector is the normalized sequence 
of “every other” Fibonacci number, we consider the class of transition matrices whose 
limiting probability vector is the normalized sequence of every Fibonacci number.
T h e o r e m  4.0.9.
For 0 < 6  < we consider a class of n  x n transition probability matrices of the 
form
( l - b  b 0  0 . 0 0  0  ^
6  1 - 2 6  b 0  . 0  0  0
b 0  1 - 2 b 6  . 0  0  0
0 b 0  1 - 2 6  . 0  0  0
0  . . . . 0  1 - 2 6  6
^ 0  . . . . 6  0 1 — 6 y
The corresponding limiting probability vector is
v =  Fi (Fn, Fn-1) Fn- 2, ..... F\).
That is, the limiting probability vector is the normalized sequence of consecutive Fi­
bonacci numbers.
P r o o f .
26
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Solving v — vP, the balance equation for state i, i =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  n — 2 is
27
Vi = bvi- 1  +  ( 1  -  2 b)vi +  bvi+2.
This simplifies to
2 Vi =  i/j_i +  Vi+2- (8 )
We wish to reverse the order as shown in the proof of Theorem 3.0.2. So we must 
show that
2iq. — ' 1 i ' k - 2 -  (9)
From the definition of Fibonacci numbers,
F k + l  = F k  + F k - 1 )
F k - 1  =  F k  —  F k - 2 ,
Summing this to get
Fk+i =  2Fk — Fk- 2-
which is the same result as (9). The initial values of the sequence is accounted for by 
the last column of the transition matrix. Hence the limiting probability vector forms 
the sequence of normalized consecutive Fibonacci numbers. □
Since it is well known for Fibonacci numbers that [9]
Fn +  Fn- 1 +  Fn - 2  + ...... +  F2 +  Fx =  Fn + 2  — 1,
we have the following corollary.
C o r o l l a r y  4.0.10.
For the class of transition matrices given in Theorem 4-0.9, the corresponding 
limiting probability vector v  is
v  =  F T ^ l ( Fn, Fn-l, Fn- 2 , ..... F\).
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Hence for the class of transition matrices given in theorem 4.0.9, the ratios of 
the consecutive components of the limiting probability vector are ratios of Fibonacci 
numbers. By uniformization, we find a corresponding rate matrix with the same 
limiting probability vector given as
Q =
- b b 0 0  . . 0
b -2b b 0 0
b 0 -2b b 0
0 b 0 -2 b  . . 0
0  0
0  -2b  b 
b 0  -b
where b > 0. An example of this type of system is an M / M ^ / l / n  — 1 queueing 
system with single arrivals but bulk(pair) service of size 2  (with finite buffer) with 
the condition that a customer is served by itself if it is the only one in the system. 
Another similar example is the E ^ j M j (Erlang arrivals, exponential service) 
queueing system with A =  p except for the second row of the transition matrix (see 
Kleinrock [10]). Where [] is the greatest integer function
Worthy of note is the fact that there are other classes of transition matrices whose 
limiting probability vector component ratios form Fibonacci ratios. For example, 
consider the rate matrix of the form
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—Fn - 1  F„_x 0  0
F n  A n  2 0 0
00 Fn- \  j4„_i Fn_3
■P3 A3 F\
0  i *2 —F2 y
where A  =  - Fi -  Fj_2, i =  3 , 4 . . .  .
The above rate matrix is a birth and death system where the arrival and the ser­
vice rates form decreasing sequences of Fibonacci numbers. The limiting probability 
vector component consists of a normalized sequence of Fibonacci numbers and has
in Theorem 4.0.9 is more reasonable as a queueing system since the arrival rates and 
the service rates are not required to be Fibonacci sequence numbers.
T h e o r e m  4.0.11.
For the infinite state space probability transition matrix corresponding to Theorem 
4-0.9, the corresponding steady state probability vector is given by
the same limiting probability as the matrix in Theorem 4.0.9. However, the matrix
( p , e ,
where
2
P r o o f .
We assume that ///».„ r 1 exists (see Appendix A).^ 0 0 F.+2 - 1
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SO
□
This implies that for the infinite state case, the probability of having an empty 
system is 0.382. For the infinite state space, an example of the class of transition 
matrices given above is the queueing system with infinite buffer, that is,
systems with single arrival and paired service. In this system, the probability of 
having an empty system is lower than that of the system of Theorem (3.0.7) whose 
limiting probability vector forms the normalized sequence of “every other” Fibonacci 
number.
In the next section, we consider different classes of matrices whose limiting prob­
abilities form Fibonacci-related sequences.
4.1, The n-step Fibonacci Sequence
The n-step Fibonacci sequences are sequences of numbers formed by adding the n 
preceding terms of the sequence. In this section we investigate the class of transition 
matrices whose limiting probability vector forms various normalized n-step Fibonacci 
numbers and their properties.
4.1.1. Tribonacci Sequence.
The Tribonacci sequence is the sequence of integers formed by adding the preced­
ing three terms. The first three numbers of the sequence are defined to be
to =  0, fi =  1, f2 =  1,
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and the sequence is governed by the relation:
31
tn — tn- 1 +  tn - 2 +  tn~3 ; n — 3 , 4 , . . .  .
The first few terms of the sequence are
0 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 4 , 7 , 1 3 , 2 4 , 4 4 , 8 1 , 1 4 9 ,
We present results about the class of transition matrices whose limiting probability 
vector forms a normialized sequence of Tribonacci numbers. Note in the following 
theorem that we have a matrix with two subdiagonals with almost all zero entries, 
as compared to Theorem 4.0.9 which had only one subdiagonal with almost all zero 
entries.
T h e o r e m  4.1.1.
For 0 < b < consider the class o f n x n  transition matrices which have the same
pattern as the 9 x 9  matrix below:
' 1
P  =
- b b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b 1 -  2b b 0 0 0 0 0 0
b 0 I - 2 b b 0 0 0 0 0
b 0 0 1 -  2b b 0 0 0 0
0 b 0 0 1 -  2b b 0 0 0
0 0 b 0 0 I - 2 b b 0 0
0 0 0 b 0 0 1— 2 b b 0
0 0 0 0 b 0 0 I - 2 b b
0 0 0 0 0 b 0 0 1 - b
\
\
The limiting probability vector is
V — j^rr—£-(tn)tn—l , t n—2>.....t2 ,t\).
P r o o f .
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For the above matrix, let
U =  ( u 0 , Ul, U2, • • • , U n -2 ,  U n - l ) -
Solving v =  vP  gives
vk = bi/k- i  + (1 -  2b)uk +  bvk+3, A: =  1 , . . . ,  n -  4.
That is,
2 vk =  +  Ufe+3- (10)
Using the reversal as in the proof of Theorem 3.0.2, we must show that . ...
2  t k — tfc+l tfc—3- (1 1 )
From the definition of Tribonacci numbers,
tk =  t k- i  +  t k - 2  +  tk-Zi  
tk- 1 — tk - 2 +  tk - 3 +  ffc-4 ,
SO
=  2 tfc_ 2  +  2 tfc_ 3  +  t k- 4 .
But t k- 1 — tfc- 4  =  tk- 2 +  tfc-3 , so,
t k ■ Ttk—\ t k—4 .
Note that this equation matches equation (11). The first few terms of the sequence
are contained in the last two columns. Hence the elements of the limiting probability
vector are normalized Tribonacci numbers. □
D e f i n i t i o n  4.1.2.
The Tribonacci constant t * = b'mn_,0 0 is the unique positive real root of
_*3 *2 _* -i r\r  — r  — r  — 1 — U.
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That is, t *  =  1.83929...  .
T h e o r e m  4.1.3.
For Tribonacci sequence,
(a) lim n^ oo%^- exists,v ' h-n
(b) lim n->oor " “ f exists.V 7 l̂ k= 1
P r o o f .
For Tribonacci numbers,
t n  tn—1 T tn—2 T tn—3.
The resulting characteristic equation is given as
r 3 — r 2 — r  — 1 =  0 .
Let the roots of this equation b e r i , r 2 , r 3. By Descartes’ Rule of Signs [18], there 
exists only one unique positive real root of the equation. Assume the roots are distinct, 
then
tn =  airin +  a2r2n +  a3r3n.
Let rq have the largest absolute value of the roots of the equation.
tn_ 1 _  airxn~l +  a2r 2n ~ 1 +  
tn axr in + a2r2n + a3r3n
(a) Therefore,
t n - 1 l  +  ( t ) ( ^ 1 +  ( t ) ( A ) n_1
tn r 1 +  r 2( ^ ) ( ^ ) - i  +  r 3 ( ^ ) ( ^ - i -
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As n  —» oo,
Hence,
i ■ lLtTTlfi—» o o  ~ .
t n  r l
(b)
airxn +  a^r2n +  a3r3ri
ELi tk fliELi rik + ̂ ELi + a3ELi rsk ’
This is simplified to
tn 1 +  (=?)(“ )” + ( “ )(“ )” '
E n f,  n  ( l - n n \ I / a 2 \ r2 f l - r 2n \  , r3 / l - r 3n \k~  1 & l - n   ̂ v \n ' V a i ' 1—r 2  ̂ Ti71 ' Vai  ̂1— r 3 ̂  r \ n *
Since
, rA y - l  =  ( I 3 ) n - 1  0  a s  n  - 4  o o ,
r i ri
Therefore, the limit exists.
T h e o r e m  4.1.4.
(a) For the Tribonacci sequence, let
t limn—»oo ^t'U — 1
□
Then r  is the reciprocal of the Tribonacci constant.
(b) For the infinite state version of the transition matrix in Theorem 4-1.1, the 
limiting vector is
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v =  ( 1  -  r ,  (1 — t ) t ,  ( 1  -  r ) r 2 , ( 1  -  t ) t 3 , . . . ) .
P r o o f .
(a) From the recursive relation of Tribonacci numbers,
in in—1 T in—2 T in—3'
■Ĵ   in — 1 | in— 2 | —3
tn tn tn
Taking limits gives
1 — r  +  r 2 +  t 3 .
Solving for r  gives r  — 0.5437 as the only positive real root of this equation 
and t  is the inverse of the Tribonacci constant r*.
(b) For the infinite state space, let u be the limiting probability vector. Then,
V  =  ( liT T l,i—>oo " j  tk  ’ 17 7  ’ j t k j l i l T l n —>oo >■■■)■
Denote <)~ =  lim n^ 00^ n n , . Then,
2 f̂c=i
u  =  ( 8 , 8 t , 8 t 2 , 8 t 3 ,
But the probabilities must sum to 1, so
8  +  8 t  +  8 r 2 +  8 t 3 + ,  . ..  =  1,
5 =  1 — r.
The result follows. □
For the infinite state space, an example of this type of system is the 
queueing system where customers arrive singly but are served in batches of three, 
except if there are 1, 2, Or 3 customers in the system. For A =  /x, the probability of 
finding an empty system is 0.4563 (see Gross and Harris [11]).
4.1.2. Tetranacci Sequence.
A Tetranacci sequence is the sequence of integers formed by adding the preceding 
four consecutive terms.The first four numbers of the sequence are
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T0 =  o)T1 =  i , r 2 =  i , r 3 =  2 .
The sequence is governed by the recursive relation
Tn =  Tn_i +  T„_2  +  Tn _ 3 +  Tn- 4 ; n — 4,5, . . .  .
The first few terms of the Tetranacci sequence are
■0,1,1,2,4,8,15,29,56,108,208,. . .  .
We present results about the class of transition matrices whose limiting probability 
vector is normalized sequence of Tetranacci numbers.
T heorem  4.1.5.
For 0 <  6  <  consider the class of n x n  transition matrices which have the same 
pattern as the 9 x 9  matrix below.
f  1 - b  6  0  0  0  0
b 1 - 2 b b 0  0  0
b 0  1 — 26 6  0  0
6  0  0  1 -  26 6  0  
6  0  0  0  1 -  26 6 
0  6  0  0  0  1 -  26 
0  0  6 0  0  0  1 26 6  0  
0  0  0  6  0  0  0  1 -  26 6  
v 0  0  0  0  6  0  0  0  l - 6 y
The limiting probability vector v for the n x n  matrix is the normalized sequence of 
Tetranacci num bers
v = Tn-i,  T„_2,...... T2,Tx).
P r o o f .
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v  =  (U ); u2, ■ ■ ■ , v n - 1 i  P n - l ) -
Solving v =  vP  gives
vk =  bvk~\ +  ( 1  -  2 b)uk + buk+4, k = l , . . . , n - 5 .
That is,
2  z'fc =  vk- \  + Pfe+4 - (1 2 )
Using the reversal approach as shown in Theorem 3.0.2, we must show that
2T*; =  Tfc+i — Tfc_4. ( 1 3 )
From the definition of Tetranacci numbers,
Tk =  Tfc_ i +  Tfc_ 2  +  T/c_ 3 +  Tfc_ 4
Tfe_i =  Tfe_2 +'T *;_3 +  Tfc_4 +  Tfe_5.
Summing gives
Tfc =  2 Tfc_ 2  +  2 Tfc_ 3  +  2 Tfc_ 4  +  Tfc_5 .
But Tfc_i — Tfc_ 5  =  Tfc_ 2  +  ?fc_ 3  +  Tfc_4, so,
T„ =  2 Tn_x — T„_5 .
This matches equation (13). The initial values of the sequence are accounted for in 
the last three columns. Hence the elements of the limiting probability vector are 
normalized Tetranacci numbers. □
The transition matrix is similar to the Tribonacci case except that there is yet 
another subdiagonal of almost all zero entries.
D e f i n i t i o n  4 . 1 . 6 .
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The Tetranacci constant k* — lim n^ o o ^ 1 the unique positive real root of
x4 — x 3 — x 2 — x — 1 =  0 .
That is, k* =  1.92756...
T h e o r e m  4.1.7.
For Tetranacci sequence, 
(a) l i mn^ e x i s t s ,v / In
(b) l im n^oo 'yyi ~~Tk 
P r o o f .
For Tetranacci numbers,
Tn =  T„_1 +  Tn_ 2 +  Tn—3 +  Tn_4.
The resulting characteristic equation is given as
r4 — r3 — r2 — r — 1 =  0.
Let the roots of this equation be r i ,r2,r3,r4 . By Descartes’ Rule of Signs [18], 
there exists only one unique positive real root of the equation. Assume the roots are 
distinct. Then
Tn =  a irin +  a2r2n +  a3r3na4r4".
Let 7T be the largest absolute value of the roots of the equation.
Tn- 1 _  a i r ^ 1 +  a2r2n~l +  a3r3n~l +  a ^ 71-1 
Tn airT1 + a2r2n + a^r^n + a/pTi71
(a) Therefore,
t „ - ,  i + ( “ )(“ ) " - ' + (if x s r - ' + f j f ) ® " ' 1
Tn r . + r 2( g ) ( ^ ) ” - ‘ + r 3( “ ) ( a ) » - . + r 4( a i ) ( a ) » - r
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1   1   Q
n  r i n




4- a2r’2” 4- a3r3n 4
En m  \~-yn l. , \~~\n v. , •sr-̂ n l. , \~^n u *« i E f c = i r i  + a 2 E f e = 1 r 2 fe +  a 3 E f c = i r 3 fe +  a 4 E f c = i r 4 fc
This is simplified to
r „  i + ( S ) ( i ? r + © ( “ )” + ( ? ) ( ? ) "n   V a i / Vr i ' / ' • a i ' v- r i '
En T ,  ~~ n  / l - n n \ | (a,2 \ T2 ( l - r 2 n \  \ ( a s \  / l - r 3 n \ ■ ( a 4 \  ta / l - r 4 n Vk=1 « 1—ri  ̂ n n / '■ a-i ' 1— 7*2  ̂ rin /  ”r V oi  ̂1—̂3 V n_n  ̂ V ai ' 1—r4  ̂ rin '
As n —> oo,
Therefore,
1   lEl™- 1   4   ̂Q
?T ri  n
I'lTT) ---—--- — 1 — A(/1 / / tn __»oo — -1- r i  •
□
T h e o r e m  4.1.8.
(a) For the class of transition matrices whose limiting probability vector forms 
the sequence of Tetranacci numbers, let
k = limn Tn- 1*71— > 0 0  T  ■t n
Then n is the reciprocal of the Tetranacci constant.
(b) For the infinite state version of the transition matrix in Theorem 4-1-5, the 
limiting vector is
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V  — (1 — ft, (1 — ft)ft, (1 — f t ) f t 2 , (1 — k ) k 3 , . . . ) .
P r o o f .
(a) From the recursive relation of Tetranacci numbers,
Tn = Tn_i +  T„ _ 2  +  Pn-3 +  T„_4.
1  _  T n  — i  | T n  — 2 I T n  — Z i T n — 4
j -  r p  I r p  I r p  I r p  •
J  n  i n  i n  i n
Taking limits gives
1 =  A +  A2 +  A3 +  A4.
Solving for k gives k = 0.5188 and ft is the inverse of the Tetranacci constant
ft*.
(b) For the infinite state space,
V  =  ( l i n i n ^ o o  y - n  ^  j y  ,  y - . r e  ^  Y ) .  ;  ™ r£T ,  . . . )  .
Denote a = l i m n ^ 0 0 ' ^ .  Then,
p = (a, ok, aft2, aft3, anA,...).
But the probabilities must sum to 1, so
a + aft + an2 + aft3+ ,... = 1.
0  =  1  —  ft .
The result follows. □
For the infinite state space, an example of this kind of system is the M / M ^ / l  
queuing system where the customers arrive one by one but they are served in batches 
of fours, except if there are 1, 2, or 3 customers in the system. For A =  /x, the 
probability of having an empty system is approximately 0.4812.
4 .1 .3 . P e n ta n a c c i S eq u en ce .
A Pentanacci sequence is a generalization of the 5-step Fibonacci numbers with 
the 5 initial numbers given by
-Po =  0)-Pi =  1, P2 =  1) P3 =  2, P4 =  4.
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The governing recursive relation is given as
41
P n  —  P n - 1  +  P n - 2 +  P n - 3 +  P n - 4 +  P n - 5] 71 — 5, 6 . . . .
The first few numbers of the Pentanacci sequence are:
1, 1 ,2 , 4, 8, 16, 31,-61, 120, 236,... .
T h e o r e m  4.1.9.
For 0 < 6 < \ ,  consider the class of n x n  transition matrices which have the same 
pattern as the 9 x 9  matrix below.
^ 1 - b  b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^
6  1 — 2b 6  0  0  0  0  0  0
b 0 1 - 2 6  6 0 0 0 0 0
b 0 0 1 - 2  b b 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 1 - 2 6  6 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 1 -  26 6 0 0 
0 6 0 0 0 0 1 -  26 6 0 
0 0 6 0 0 0 0 1 — 26 6 
^ 0  0 0 6 0 0 0 0 1 6 j
The limiting probability vector v for the n x n  matrix is the normalized sequence of 
Pentanacci numbers
v  —  p k ( P n ,  P n - l ,  P n - 2 ,  • • • ■ • ^ 2 ,  P i ) -
P r o o f .
For the above matrix, let
V =  (TO, Vl,  V2 , ■ ■ ■ , U n -2 ,  v n _ i ) .
Solving v  =  uP  gives
uk = bvk—\ +  (1 -  26)ufc +  buk+5, k = l , . . . , n - 6 .
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That is,
2l/k =  Vk-1 +  Vk+5-
Using the reversal as shown in the proof of Theorem 3.0.2, we must show that
2  Pk — Pk-i-i +  Pk- 5 (14)
From the definition of Pentanacci numbers,
P k  =  P h - 1  +  P k - 2  +  P k - 3  +  P k - 4  +  P k - 5 -  
P k - 1 =  P k - 2  +  P k - 3  +  P k - 4  +  P k - 5 +  P k - 8 -
So,
P k  =  2Pfc_2 +  2 P k -3  +  2Pfc_4 +  2Pfc_5 +  P fc-6)
But Pfc_i -  Pfc-6 =  Pfc—2 +  Pfc—3 +  Pk-A  +  Pfc—5 ) therefore,
Pfc =  2 P fc_ i — Pfc_6
This matches equation (14). The initial values of sequence are contained in the last 
four columns. Hence the elements of the limiting probability vector are normalized 
Pentanacci numbers. □
D efinition 4.1.10.
The Pentanacci constant X* = is the unique positive real root of
x 5 — x4 — x3 — x 2 — x  — 1 =  0 .
That is, X* =  1.96594823...
T heorem 4.1.11.
For Pentanacci sequence,
(a) l i mn^ e x i s t s ,
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(b) lim n^ o o  ^ nPn r ,  exists.2̂ k=i
P r o o f .
For Pentanacci numbers,
P n  =  P n - 1 +  - f n - 2  +  P n - 3  +  P n - 4  +  P n - 5 -  
The resulting characteristic equation is given as
r 5 — r 4 — rA — r 2 — r  — 1 =  0 .
Let the roots of this equation be 7*i, r2, .... r5. By Descartes’ Rule of Signs [18], there 
exists only one unique positive real root of the equation. Assume the roots are distinct
Pn =  OiD" +  a2r2n +  a3r3n +  a4r4n +  a5r5”.
Let r i be the largest absolute value of the roots of the equation.
Pn-1 _  Qiri" - 1  +  a2r 2n ~ 1 + .a3 r*3n ~ 1 +  +  a ^ r ^ 1
Pn ai7*in +  a2r2n +  a3r3n +  a47*4n +  a5r5n
(a) Therefore,
f „ - 1  i + ( g x ^ r 1 + ( g x g r 1 + g H ^ r 1 + g x g r 1
ft n + <•!(«)(“ )"-■ + r3(a)(a)»-i + + rj(=f )(=)”-■'
As n  —> oo,
- 0  j  =  2,..., 5.
7*1
Therefore,
, .  P n - l  _  1
l% Tfln —>oo 7-)
P n  D
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(b)
Pn airin + a2r2n + a3r3n +  a4 r 4™ +  o5r 5n
E L i  p k a i E L i  r i fc +  ° 2 E L i  r 2 fc +  a3E L i  rsk +  0 4 E L 1 r 4fc +  as E L i  r sfc'
This is simplified to
En P , n  / l - n n \  I /  a2 \  r-2 / l - r 2n \ 1 (a .O  rs ( I -r^n \ . r4 / l - r 4?I\  1 f a o  rB / l - r s n \~k= 1 k l —n  V r \ n ' \ o i  ' 1—T2 ' r in > ' a i  ' 1—r3 \ r in ' l a i  ’ 1—ta 1 r in > t a i  ) 1— r$ 1 r \n '
As n —► OO
Therefore,
lim n^  o o  — 1 ri ■
□
T heorem  4.1.12.
(a) For the class of transition matrices whose limiting probability vector forms 
the sequence of Pentanacci numbers, let
\  —  /  q T K i - f i t  1
/ \  -----  ILUlfi— > o q  p
^  n
Then, A the reciprocal of the Pentanacci constant.
(b) For the infinite state version of the transition matrix in Theorem 4-1-9, the 
limiting vector is
V =  (1  -  A, (1  -  A )A , (1  -  A )A 2 , (1  -  A )A 3 , . . . ) .
P roof .
(a) From the recursive relation of Pentanacci numbers,
P n  =  P n - 1 +  P n - 2  +  P n - 3  +  P n - 4  +  P n - 5 -
1   Pn — 1 I f i r t  — 2  | Pn — 3  i f i t —4  i f i t  —5
-*• D  T *  p  “ t“  p  “ 1”  a t  I a t  •
j  n  -t n  j  n  i n  - * n
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Taking limits gives
1 =  A +  A2 +  A3 +  A4 +  A5
Solving for k gives A =  0.5087 and A is the inverse of the Pentanacci constant 
AT
(b) For the infinite state space, let v  be the limiting probability vector, then
V  —  ( l i r r i n - ^ o o  "  p ~  , Z z ? 7 I n _ ) 0 0  ^ p ^  ^ p ~  1 • . . ) .
Denote f3 =  li mn_̂ oo v*"" p • Then,/—A 1 ' /■'
v (TdA.dAT.lA:\ d A4. ..). -
But the probabilities must sum to 1, so
f3 +  /?A +  /?A2 +  /?A3+ , ... =  1,
. 1 = 1 -  A.
The result follows. □
For the infinite state space, an example of this type of system is the 
queuing system where the customers arrive one by one but they are served in batches 
of fives, except if there are 1, 2, 3, or 4 customers in the system. For A =  /r, the 
probability of having an empty system is approximately 0.4913.
We can generalize the Tribonacci, Tetranacci, Pentanacci numbers to r-step Fi­
bonacci numbers {t„}, n =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  .
T h e o r e m  4.1.13.
For b < we consider the class of infinite state space probability transition ma­
trices whose finite state space probability transition matrix has a limiting probability 
vector forming the sequence of normalized r-step Fibonacci numbers. As r —* oo, the 
limiting probability vector of the infinite state space system becomes
v =  (0.5,0.52 ,0.53 ,0.54,...).
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P r o o f .
For the r-step Fibonacci sequence the recursive relation is given as
% n  % n —l  ~ b  % n —2  ~t~ % n —3  T  • ••  “ i”  * T n —r *
1    %n — l  I Xn — 2 I Xn — 3 I Xn — 4 i  ̂  ̂ _ _ i_  Xn —r
m ' m ' /Vi -Y* O’i i n  R-n *^n
We assume lim n^ oo^ 1 = 0 exists. Taking the limit as n —»• oo givesX-n
i  = 0  + e^ + e^ + ei  +  +  r .
As r —> oo,
i  =  0 ( 1  + e2 + d3 + e4 +  ...).
This implies,
0 =  0.5,
so
u =  ( l - 0 , ( l -  0)0, (1 -  0 )0 2, (1 -  0 )0 \  (1 -  0 )0 \  ...), 
and the result is proved. □
For the finite state space, the class of transition matrices whose limiting proba­
bility vector is the normalized r-step Fibonacci sequence, is an example of M /M ^ / l  
queueing systems.
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CHAPTER 5
Lim iting V ector o f th e G eneralized Fibonacci Sequences
Consider the sequence formed when the initial conditions of the Fibonacci se­
quences are generalized, that is, F0 =  x, t \  =  y. The class of sequence formed is also 
known as the Generalized Fibonacci sequence(or G-sequence). Mathematically ,
Gn = Gn- i  +  Gn- 2 ] n = 2 , 3 , . . . .
where G0 = x  and G\ = y. A.F Horadam [1 2 ] showed that the generalized Fibonacci 
sequences are related to Fibonacci Sequences. His result is stated below.
P r o p e r t y  5.0.14.
For a generalized Fibonacci sequence GX;V,k =  Gk with the initial conditions Gq = 
x, Gi = y,
Gk — xFk—i A yFk, k 1 , 2 , . . . .
In this section we investigate the class of transition matrices whose limiting prob­
ability vector is the normalized sequence of every (every other) number that belongs 
to the generalized Fibonacci numbers. We also investigate some properties of these 
classes of transition matrices.
T h e o r e m  5.0.15.
For 0 < b < m in{  | ,  — the class of n  x n transition matrices whose limiting
probability vector is the normalized sequence of “every other” (odd indexed) number
of the sequence {GXiVti} belonging to the generalized Fibonacci sequence, is given as
47
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V
1 - 6  6 0
2b 1 -  36 b
b b 1 —3b 6
b 0  b 1 - 3 b








6  1 — 36 
6  1
Then,
v = ^"_1 G2i_ 1 ( ^ 2ra-l) Gin-Zi G3 , Gi).
(b) On the other hand, for 0 < 6  < the class of n  x n transition matrices given 




1 - 6  6 0
26 1 - 3 6  6




1 — 36 6









6  1 — 36 6
. 0 6
That  is,
v  —  ( ? 2n —2 j •••) G 4 , ( ? 2 ) .
P r o o f .
For the generalized Fibonacci sequences, the first few terms are
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x, y, {x + y ) ,(x  + 2y),2x  +  3y, 3x +  5y , . . .  .
Let the limiting probability vector be given as
v = (i/0, Ifi,U2 , . . . ,Un_i).
We solve u = uP. The balance equation for state k = 1 ,2 ,...  ,n  — 2 is
vk = bvk_i +  ( 1  -  3b)vk +  buk+1.
This implies
vk+i = 3uk -  vk_i. (15)
Using reversal and increasing the index spread as before, we must show that
Gk- 2  =  3Gk — Gk+2 - (16)
From the definition of the generalized Fibonacci numbers,
G k =  G k - 1  +  Gk- 2 j
G k- 1  =  Gk - 2  +  Gk- 3 ,
Gk-3 — Gk- 2  — Gk- 4,
Summing these, we have
Gk =  3Gk~2 ~  Gk- 4 .
This matches equation (16), and the last columns for the two transition matrices are 
formed by substituting the ratio of the fifth(fourth) to the third(second) terms of the 
sequence respectively. These give the initial values of the sequence. Hence the two 
transition matrices produce normalized sequences of odd indexed and even indexed 
generalized Fibonacci numbers respectively. □
T heorem 5.0.16.
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For 0 < b < m in { |,  the class of n x n transition matrices, whose limiting 
probability vector is formed by every number in the sequence {Gx,y,i\ belonging to the
generalized Fibonacci series, is given as 
( \ - b  b 0
b 1 — 2  b b
b 0  1 - 2 b .
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
6 0 0







b 0  1 - 2  b b
0  b ^b
P r o o f .
Let the limiting probability vector be
v =  (u0 ,i>i,u2, . . .
We solve n — vP. The balance equation for state k, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n — 3 is
vk =  buk_i +  ( 1  -  2 b)uk + buk+2.
So
2 uk — isk- l  +  Ufc+2 -
Using reversal as described earlier in Theorem 3.0.2,we need to show that
(17)
2 Gk — Gk + 1  +  Gk~ 2 - (18)
Now, from the definition of the generalized Fibonacci numbers, we have
Gk =  G/c-i +  Gk- 2 ,
Gk - 2  =  Gk- i  — Gfc-3-
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Sum these two equations to get
Gk — 2  Gk-i — Gk~3-
This corresponds to (18), and the initial condition is given by the last column, and 
also the last row. Hence the limiting probability vector forms the normalized sequence 
of consecutive generalized Fibonacci numbers. □
To illustrate the above results, we consider the Lucas sequence as an example in 
the next section.
E xample  5.0.1. (Lucas Sequence)
Consider the sequence formed when x  = 2, and y — 1 and governed with the 
recursive relation
Ln — Ln—\ T  Ln^ 2 - n 2 , 3 , . . .  .
This sequence is known as the Lucas Sequence[12j. The first few terms of the sequence 
are:
2,1 ,3 ,4 ,7 ,11,18 ,29 ,47 ,76 ,123 ,199, . . .  .
For x  — 2, y =  1, and 0 <  b < the class of 7 x 7  transition matrices of the form
(
\
1 - 6  6 0 0 0 0 0
6 1 -  26 6  0  0  0  0
6 0 1 —  26 6 0 0  0 
0  6  0  1 — 26 6  0  0  
0  0  6  0  1 — 26 6  0  
0  0  0  6  0  1 - 2 6  6  
0 0 0 0 6  26 1 - 3 6
\
has the limiting probability vector given as
v =  ^(29 ,18 ,11 ,7 ,4 ,3 ,1 ).
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That is, the limiting probability vector forms the sequence of consecutive Lucas Num­
bers.
On the other hand, for  0 < b < \ ,  the class of transition matrices whose limiting 
probability vector forms the sequence of every other Lucas number is given by 
(  . , „ „ „ „ „ \
That is,
1 - 6 6 0 0 0 0 0
26 1 - 3 6 6 0 0 0 0
6 6 1 - 3 6 6 0 0 0
6 0 6 1 — 36 6 0 0
6 0 0 6 1 - 3 6 6 0
6 0 0 0 6
CO1r-H 6
36 0 0 0 0 6 1 - 4 6
v — sil(521 ,199, 76,29,11, 4,1).
T h e o r e m  5.0.17.
For the generalized Fibonacci number sequence,
lim k— > 0 0 G2nE n /~ifc=l G2k-
exists.
P r o o f .
For generalized Fibonacci numbers,
Gk — Gk- 1 +  Gk- 2  — xFk-i + yFk-
Also,
G ik-i — G2k- 2  +  G ik-i — xF 2k- 2  +  yF^k-
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G 2 n - l  x F 2 n - 2  +  y F 2 n - 1
ELi G2k-i xYlZ 1 F2k-2 + vYJLx Ĝ -1'
But Efc=i ^ 2/0 - 2  =  i ^ - i  -  1 , and Efe=1 F2k- 1  = F2n• Therefore,
G2ra- 1  xF2 n - 2  +  yF2n-l
ELi G2fc-i T(F2n_i — 1 ) +  yF2n
Taking the limits,
,. G2fl- 1  aT2 + y£
— —  =  — — -----------=  L .
Efc=i G2fc-i x£ + y
Therefore the limit exists. □
T h e o r e m  5.0.18. (Infinite State Space)
Assume we have sequence of integers that belongs to the generalized Fibonacci class 
of sequences with the initial values Go =  i, and G\ = j .  For the infinite state space,
(a) The limiting probability vector of the class of infinite state space transition 
matrices in theorem (5.0.16) becomes
where I  =  _
(b) The limiting probability vector of the class of infinite state space transition 
matrices in Theorem 5.0.15 is
v = { £ ,£ \£ \£ \ . . . ) .
P r o o f .
(a) For initial values i, j ,  the resulting sequence is given by
h j ,  (i + j ) , ( i  + 2 j ) , ( 2 i + 3 j ) , . . .  .
From the definition of the generalized Fibonacci numbers,
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G k  =  G k - 1 +  G k - 2-
We first show that the l i m ^ oo%^- exists. Let L* =  lirrik^oo^r^- Then, 
Property 5.0.14, implies
L* = lim k-+oo[
Since £ =  then
The limiting probability vector of the finite state version, 
F =  G„_i, G„_2, •••■, G'2, G i).Ẑ k= 1 kfc
For the infinite state space, let S =  ^  and let k — /im n_,00-^L. Then,
;y —  ( l o m  G n  l o r n  G n — \  l o r n   ~̂.P. ^
2̂ fc=1 Gfc ]Lfc=l Gfe <L/c=l
Therefore, u forms a geometric sequence given by
i/ =  (k, ftf2, . . . ) .
Since k(1 +  1 4- £ 2 +  £ 3 +  . . . )  =  1, then
k  =  \ - 1  =  P .
The resulting limiting probability vector is given as
(b) Similarly, for the class of finite state space transition matrices whose limiting 
probability vector is formed by the sequence of every other number belonging 
to the class of generalized Fibonacci sequence,
V — v a  (G2n-l,G2n-3,G2n-5, ■ ■ ■ ,G s,G l).2̂ k=1 G2fc—1
For the infinite state space, let £* =  ]>3fc=i G ^k-i, and = /rmn __>00 ° 2̂ 1 ■ Then
v  =  (or, u>i£2, o;i^4, . . . ) .
Hence,
CDi =  1 — € 2 =
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and the result is proved. □
This implies that for the infinite state space and for different choices of initial 
values Go and Gfi , the resulting limiting probability vectors for the two classes of 
matrices are the same as those in Theorems 3.0.7 and 4.0.11.
This is a broad class of sequences of integers formed by adding the n-preceding 
terms given n  starting values. We illustrate this class by considering the classes of 
transition matrices whose limiting probability vectors form normalized sequences of 
the generalized Tribonacci numbers and the generalized Tetranacci numbers.
5.1.1. The generalized Tribonacci Sequences.
This is a class of sequences of numbers formed when the preceding three terms are 
added together. Given the starting values x  > 0, y > 0, z > 0, the 3-step generalized 
Fibonacci sequences are governed by the recursive relation:
The first few terms of the sequence are to, t\, t2 , . . .  . That is,
x, y ,z , ( x  + y + z), (x + 2 y + 2 z), (2x +  3 y + 4 z), {Ax +  6 y 4- 7 y), (7x +  11 y +  13 y ) , . . . .
T h e o r e m  5.1.1.
The class of n  x n transition matrices, which has the same pattern as the 8  x 
8  transition matrices given below, has the limiting probability vector formed by the 
normalized sequence of the first n generalized Tribonacci numbers; tn, . . . , t \ .
5.1. The n-step Generalized Fibonacci Sequence
tn — tn~i +  tn - 2 +  tn- 3 ; n — 3,4, . . .  .
(a) When ^<1, and 0 < b < m in{ 1 y z2 5 2 * x+y+z }
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1 - 6 6 0 0 0 0
6 1 - 26 6 0 0 0
6 0 1 -  26 6 0 0
6 0 0  1 - 2 6 6 0
0 6 0 0 1 - 2 6 6
0 0 6 0 0  1 c
0 0 0 6 v=*b
Z
*bz
0 0 0 0 ^by 0
% z >  x  +  y, and 0  < 6  < m in{ 1 y z









( l - 6 6 0 0 0 0 0
6  1 - 2 6 6 0 0 0 0
6 0 1 -  26 6 0 0 0
6 0 0 1 -  26 6 0 0
0 6 0 0 1 - 2 6 6 0
0 0 6 0 0 1 -  26 6
0 0 0 x+yfoz 0 0  1 z





(c) when y< z < x  +  y, and 0  < 6  <  m m { |, 2 1£ + 2/+ z  J
1 - 6 6 0 0 0 0 0
6 0  1 - 2 6 6 0 0 0
6 0 0 1 - 2 6 6 0 0
0 6 0 0  1 - 2 6 6 0
0 0 6 0 0  1 - 2 6 6
0 0 0 K6
Z
0 - 6  1  -z
x+y+z
z
I  0 0 0 2 ^ 6y 6 0 0  1
then
v — i ( t n i  t n —1 >t n — 2 j  ■■■ 3̂; 2̂ , l̂)-
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P r o o f .
Let the limiting probability vector v be
We solve v = uP. The balance equation for state k, k =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  n — 6  is
■vk = . b u k- i  +  ( l - ' 2 b ) v k +  bvk+3-
So.
2 i =  V k - i  + f̂e+3- (19)
Using reversal, we must show that
=  tfc+i +  tk-3- (2 0 )
Now, from the definition of the generalized Tribonacci numbers, we have
t k  =  t f e - l  +  t k - 2  +  L c - 3 j  
Ls- 1  =  tfe- 2  +  tk- 3 +  be—4j
Sum these to get
tk = 2ffc-2 +  2tfc_3 +  bfe-4- 
But tfc—1 tk—4 tk—2 ~b tfc-3 ) SO,
tk =  2 tfc_i tk—4-
This matches equation (20), and the initial conditions of the sequence are given by 
the last five columns. Hence the limiting probability vector forms the normalized 
sequence of consecutive generalized Tribonacci numbers. □
5.1.2. The generalized Tetranacci Sequence.
Similar to the 3-step generalized Fibonacci sequence is the 4-step generalized 
Fibonacci sequence. It is a class of sequence formed by adding the preceding four
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integers. Given the initial values x  > 0, y > 0, z > 0, w , this class of sequence is 
governed by the recursive relation:
Tn — Tn_i +  Tn _ 2 +  Tn _ 3 +  r„_4. n — 4 ,5 , . . .  .
We consider a special case when w =  x  +  y + z. The first few terms of the sequence 
are:
x ,y , z, (x + y + z), (2x + 2y + 2z), (3x + Ay + Az), (6 x + 7y + 8 y ), (12a; +  14y +  15z), . . . .
We investigate the class of transition matrices whose limiting probability vector 
is formed by the normalized sequence of thes4e generalized Tetranacci numbers.
T h e o r e m  5.1.2.
The class of n  x n transition matrices, which has the same pattern as the 8 x 8  
transition matrices given below, has the limiting probability vector formed by every 
number of the generalized Tetranacci sequence.
(a) When ^<1, and 0 < b < m m { | ,  |  
/
V









1 -  26 6
0 1 - 2 6
0




















































1 -  z-b / v /
(b) when z > x  + y, and 0  < 6  < m in { \,
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then
— b 6 0 0 0 0 0 0  ;
b 1 - 2 6 6 0 0 0 0 0
b 0 1 - 2 6 6 0 0 0 0
b 0 0  1 - 2 6 6 0 0 0
b 0 0 0 1 - 2 6 6 0 0
0 6 0 0 0 1 - 2 6 6 0
0 0 E±l]jz ■ 0 0 0  1
x + y + z ^ 
z 6
0 0
z - x - y ^
y 6 - 6y 0 0
y< z < x + y, and 0  < b < m in { \ , 2x+y+zJ
1 - 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0  ^
6 1 - 2 6 6 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 1 - 2 6 6 0 0 0 0
6 0 0  1 - 2 6 6 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 1 - 2 6 6 0 0
0 6 0 0 0 l - 2 6 6 0




0 0 2 ^ 6y 6 0 0 0 1 -  ^ 6  yy /
v — Pn-lj Pn-2 , ••• r 3 T2 ,T i).
P r o o f .
Let the limiting probability vector u be
We solve v =  uP. The balance equation for state k, k — 1, 2 , . . . ,  n  — 7 is
Rfc =  bvk_i +  ( 1  -  2 b)uk +  bvk+4 - (2 1 )
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That is,
2  Pfc =  Vk-i +  "k+4- (2 2 )
Using our reversal method, we must show that
2T/c_i =  Tk +  Tk- 4 . (23)
From the definition of the generalized Tetranacci numbers, we have
Tk =  Tk-\ +  Tk- 2  + T k s  + Tk-i,
Tk- 1 =  Tk- 2  + Tk- 3 +  Tk- 4 +  r fc_5,.
Sum these to get
Tk = TTk- 2  +  2 Tfc_ 3 +  2 Tfc_ 4 +  Tfc_5.
But — Tk- 5 =  Tfc_ 2  +  Tk- 3 +  Tfc_4 , SO,
Tk =  2Tfc_i — Tfc_5.
This corresponds to (23), and the initial conditions are given by the last six columns. 
Hence the limiting probability vector forms the normalized sequence of consecutive 
generalized Tetranacci numbers. □
Also to be noted is the fact that for the infinite state space, the transition matrix 
becomes the model for the M /AfW /l when /j  =  A. This result can be generalized
to find the class of transition matrices whose limiting probability vector forms the
normalized sequence of the n-step generalized Fibonacci numbers. Also to be be 
noted is the fact that for the infinite state space case of these classes of transition 
matrices, the limiting probability vector is the same as the limiting vector for the 
corresponding n-step Fibonacci numbers (for infinite state space).
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5.2. On Partial Sums o f Sequences
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1 o 1 1
4 2 4
0 14 0 2  )
The resulting limiting probability is
u =  ^(12,7,4,2,1) .
The limiting probability vector is observed to form the normalized sequence of the 
cumulative sums of Fibonacci numbers. On the other hand, it will be observed that 
by changing the (5,5) entry of the matrix to |  and the the (5,1) entry to 0,the limiting 
probability vector forms the normalized sequence of Fibonacci numbers. Investigat­
ing this interesting property further, we obtain the following result.
T h e o r e m  5.2.1.
For 0 < b < the n  x n class of transition probability matrices with the same 
pattern as the 8 x 8  transition matrix
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1 - 6  b









0  0  
0  0
0 1 - 2 6  
6
V









0 1 -  26 6 0 
6 0 1 -  26 6










0 0 6 0 1 - 2 6
has the limiting probability vector of the normalized sequence of the cumulative sums 
of Fibonacci numbers. That is,
.. _  ____ 1____ /'V'” F- F  \r^2  p  ■spl
yy i   ̂^  V / n i ; Z^j=Q ^  *" 2-^i=Q it Z—n—0 */*
We delay the proof since we will prove a more general version in our next theorem. 
Since E io«  = FH2 ~ 1 and E”_o E i, ft = E^iK-w -  1] = -  (n + 3),
we have the following result.
C o r o l l a r y  5.2.2.
The limiting probability vector can be written as
V =  F n + 4 - ( n + 3 ) (Fn+2 ~  1> Fn+1 ~  l j  Fn — 1 ,  ..., F 4  — 1 ,  F 3  — 1 )
Also for the generalized Fibonacci sequences we have the following result.
T h e o r e m  5.2.3.
For the class of generalized Fibonacci sequences, the class of n  x n transition 
matrices of type illustrated by the 8  x 8  matrix
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M  —








b 0  0
1 - 2 6  6  0
0  1 - 2 6  6































0  1 - 2 6  6
6  0  1 -  26 
0  6  0  1 -  26
0 0 6
has the limiting probability vector of the normalized sequence of cumulative sums of 
the Fibonacci numbers. That is,
b f #  1 - 2 6
(C„.Cn- 1 , Cn- 2 , . . . , C2 ,o f)
2-,j =  l
where Cj = Y ,l= 0 Gt
P r o o f .
Given the generalized Fibonacci sequence {Ci} with the first few terms 
■x,y,(x + y ) ,(x  + 2y),(2x + 3y),(2x + 5y),..., 
the sequence of cumulative sums is given as
x ,(x  + y),2 (x  + y),(3x  + 4y),(5x + 7y),(8x + 12y),... .
Let the limiting probability vector be given as
v =  (i'o, ui, u2, • • •, u„_i).
Then, solving for v gives the balance equation
vk = bvk-i + ( 1  -  26)ufc +  bvk+2.
That is, for k — 1 , 2 , . . . ,  n  — 3,
vk+ 1 — 2 vk — v k- i - (24)
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Reversing the order means that we must show
E k — 1 ___  r ) V - ' f c + 1 ■ r -^ fc + 2  s-i
i= 0 — ^2^ii= 0 2_/i=0
The right hand side is
2 (X t̂=o +  2 (jj+i — X]i=o Gi — G k~  Gk+i — Gk+ 2 =  ICLo*
Simplifying these terms gives
Gk+ 2  =  Gfc+i +  Gfc. (25)
But (25) still holds by the definition of generalized Fibonacci numbers. For the last 
two columns of the transition matrix M, the coefficient of b in (n — l ,n  — 1) entry 
of the transition matrix is found to be the ratio of the third to the second term of 
the sequence. In a similar manner the (n — l ,n  — 2) entry is found by subtracting 
the fourth term of the sequence from 4. The (n — 1,0) entry of the matrix is found 
using the probabilistic assumption that the rows of a transition matrix must sum up 
to 1. Therefore, the limiting probability vector of the class of transition matrices 
M forms the normalized sequence of the cumulative sums of generalized Fibonacci 
numbers. □
Examining this class of transition matrices M further, it is observed that for the 
infinite state space, the transition matrix is exactly the same as the infinite transition 
matrix for the Fibonacci numbers. Hence for the infinite state space, the limiting 
probability vector is equal to the one given in Theorem 5.0.18.
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CHAPTER 6
Lim iting Vector o f som e other Sequences
In this chapter, we consider some classes of transition matrices whose limiting 
probability vector forms the sequence of some well known number sequences. We 
present results about the class of transition matrices whose limiting probability vec­
tor is the normalized vector of these sequences. The infinite state version of these 
classes are also presented.
6.1. Jacobsthal Sequence
The Jacobsthal sequence [14], named after the German-born mathematician Ernst 
Jacobsthal (1882-1965), is a sequence of integers whose initial values are Jo =  0 and 
Ji =  1 and governed by the recursive relation
J n  =  J n - i  +  2 J n - 2 'i n — 2 , 3 , . . .  . (26)
The first few few terms of the sequence are:
0 , 1 , 1 , 3 , 5 , 1 1 , 2 1 , 4 3 , 8 5 , 1 7 1 , 3 4 1 , . . . .
We present results concerning the class of transition matrices whose limiting proba­
bility vector forms the normalized sequence of Jacobsthal numbers.
T h e o r e m  6.1.1.
For 0 < b < we consider the class o f n x n  transition matrices o f the form
65
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V
1 - 6 6 0 0 0 0 0
46 1 -  56 6 0 0 0
0 46 1 - 5 6 6 0 0 0
0 0 46 1 — 56 0 0 0
0 0 1 — 56 6 0
0 0 46 1 - 5 6 6
6 0 0 0 46 1 - 5 6
The corresponding limiting probability vector is forms the sequence of every other 
Jacobsthal number. That is,
U =  ^22 1 J2k — Jfii J 41 J i ) -
P r o o f .
For the above transition matrix, let the limiting probability vector be given as
v — fa ,  uli u2 i ■ ■ ■ i Vn-1 )- 
Solving for is, we have the balance equation
isk = bisk_i +  ( 1  -  5b)vk + ibisk+1 ,
1 ,2 , . . . ,  n — 2. That is,
5ufc =  isk_i +  4ufc+1. (27)
Reversal together with increasing the spread in the index mean that we must show
5Jk — Jk +2 +  4Jfc-2-
From the definition of Jacobsthal sequence,
Jk =  Jk- 1 +  2 Jfc^2 -
(28)
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Jk- 1  =  Jk—2 +  2  Jfc-3 -
67
Adding gives
J k  =  3J fc- 2 +  2Jfc_3.
But
J k —3  =  J k —2 2 J fc - 4 -
This implies
Jfc =  5Jfc_2 — 4Jfc-4-
Equation (27) corresponds to (28) , and the initial condition is given by the last 
column. Hence the limiting probability vector forms the normalized sequence of 
every other Jacobsthal sequence number. □
D e f i n i t i o n  6.1.2. Using B inet’s closed form approach, Jacobsthal sequence num­
bers can be expressed as [16]
J n  =  \ { 2 n  -  ( - I D .  71 =  0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  . . .  .
T h e o r e m  6.1.3.
For the class of infinite state space transition matrices whose limiting probability 
vector forms the sequence of Jacobsthal numbers,
v = (-  — — )" V4  ? 16 ’ 64 ’ "•)
P r o o f .
Using the Binet’s closed form for Jacobsthal numbers,
J „ =  §(2" -  ( - 1 ) “ ).
Then,
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-  Umjn — oc 2n—(—l)n '
Also
J2„ 22n -  ( - 1 ) 2n
E L i ( 2 2fc- ( - i ) 2/c)'
This can be simplified to
J2n 22n -  ( - l ) 2n
E n  j  2 2 t i+ 2 i /  4  \  ’fc= 1 " 2k — 3---- b (n, — 3 )
Taking limits,
, .  Jinlim rvn—>00
E L i  ^  4-
Hence, the limit exists and it is less than 1.
For the infinite state space transition matrices,
v -  ( ^ n ^ o o  ,
Let Efc=i Jzk =  £  and denote 9\ =  lim n^ 0 0^ ■  Then,
u =  ($i, 6 ioJ , 9 \oJ ,. . . ) ,
But
61 +  # ia 2 +  0 i « 4 +  ... =  1 .
=  1 — a 2 =  §,
and the result is proved.
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It will be noticed that for the infinite state space, the process represents a Birth- 
Death process whose rate matrix is
/ - b 6 \
4 6 —56 6 . . .
0 46 -5 6  6  . .
0 0 46 -5 6  6  .
V • ■ /
where 6  > 0. An example of this type of a system is a queueing system whose service 
rate is four times the arrival rate, i.e. M /M /1 where p, = 4A.
6.2. P ell N u m b ers
The Pell sequence [16] is a sequence of integers whose initial values are p0 =  0, 
Pi =  1. The sequence is governed by the recursive relation
Pn  2P n —1 T P n —2- IT* — 2, 3, . . . .
The first few terms of the sequence are:
0,1,  2 , 5 , 12 ,  2 9 ,7 0 ,1 6 9 ,4 0 8 ,9 8 5 ,  2 3 7 8 , . . . .
We consider the general form of the class of transition matrices whose limiting prob­
ability vector forms normalized sequences of Pell numbers.
T h e o r e m  6.2.1.
For 0 < b < we consider the class of n x n  transition matrices of the form
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V
1 - 6  6 0
5 6 - 1  -  6 6  b 0
4b b 1 — 6 6  6
4b 0 b 1 — 6  b


























1 - 6 6  6
6  1 — 56
The corresponding limiting probability vector u forms the normalized sequence of “ev­
ery other” Pell number. That is,
v  — E n  „f c = l P 2 f c - - { P 2 n - l , P 2 n - 3 ,  ■ ■ • -P5, P3,  Pi)-
P r o o f .
For the above transition matrix, let the limiting probability vector be
■u = (u0 ,u 1 ,i/2 , . . . , u n_1).
Solving for v , we have the balance equation
That is,
vk =  buk_i +  ( 1  -  6 b)wk +  6 z/fc+i, k = l , 2 , . . . , n - 2 .
6ufc = ufc_i + 4 u k + i . (29)
Using reversal and increasing the index spread by a factor of 2 mean, we must show 
that
6 Pk = Pk+2 ~  4pk-2 , k = 2 , 3 , . . . .  (30)
From the definition of the Pell sequence,
Pk = 2pfc_i + P k - 2 r
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Pk-1 =  2Pk-2 +  Pk-3,
71
Hence,
Pk .=  hpk-2 +2Pk-3-
But
2pfc_3 =  Pfc_ 2 -  Pk- 4-
This implies
Pk — 6Pk-2 ~  Pk- 4 -
This corresponds to (30), and the initial condition is given by the last column. Hence 
the limiting probability vector forms the normalized sequence of every other Pell 
sequence number. □
6.3. Every other Fibonacci Num ber
We consider the sequence of integers governed by the recursive relation
Sn =  3Sn-!  -  Sn- 2 ] .71 =  2,3, . . ,  . (31)
and the initial values S q =  0, and 5\ =  1. The first few terms of the sequence are:
0,1,3,8,21,55,144,377, . . . .
We recognize these as the sequence of even indexed Fibonacci numbers. We 
present the following result concerning the class of matrices whose limiting probability 
vector forms the sequence of even indexed Fibonacci numbers.
T h e o r e m  6.3.1.
For 0 < b < consider the class of transition matrices of the form
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(  1 .-3 6  36 0 0 0
56 1 -  86 36 0 0 0
56 0 1 — 86 36 0 0
46 6 0 1 - 8 6  . . 0 0
46 0 0
v 26 0 0
0 1 -  86 36
6 0 1 -  36
The corresponding limiting probability vector u forms the normalized sequence of even 
indexed Fibonacci numbers. That is,
P r o o f .
For the above transition matrix, let the limiting probability vector be given as
v =  (ro,^i,R2 ,- ■ • ,vn-i).
Solving for u, we have the balance equation
v k =  36i/fc_i +  (1 -  8 6 )Rfc +  bi/k+2, 
k =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  n — 3. That is,
8 uk — 3Rfc_l +  Vk+2- (32)
Using reversal means that we must show that
(33)
From the definition of the above sequence,
3<Sfĉ 2 — Sh-i +  Sk-3-
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Hence,
Sk = 3iSfc_i — |(S'fc_i +  S ks)-
Therefore,
S k  =  3 ' S ' f e - l  —  \ S k - 3 -
This implies
3Sk =  85fc_i -  Sk- 3.
This matches equation (33). The initial condition is given by the last column. Hence 
the limiting probability vector forms the normalized sequence of even indexed Fi­
bonacci numbers. □
From Theorem 6.3.1, the matrix in Theorem 3.02 can be modified by changing 
(2b) in the last row to 3b. This results in a transition matrix whose limiting probabil­
ity vector is the normalized sequence of even-indexed Fibonacci numbers. Hence, we 
have another class of transition matrices whose limiting probability vector forms the 
normalized sequence of even indexed Fibonacci numbers. This confirms the propo­
sition that the class of transition matrices whose limiting probability vector forms 
Fibonacci numbers is not unique. We therefore examine other properties of our new 
class of transition matrices.
Since even indexed Fibonacci numbers [9],
F2 +  F4 +  ... +  F2n-2 +  Fin =  Fzn+l — 1 
we have the following result.
C orollary 6.3.2.
The limiting probability vector of the class of transition matrices from Theorem 
(6.3.1) is given as
u = F2„+i--l(^2" ’ -̂ 2n- 2’ —iFliFz).
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Hence, for the infinite state space, the limiting probability vector for this class 
of transition matrices is the same as the one in Theorem 4.3. Extending this ap­
proach,we have the following result about every fourth Fibonacci numbers.
T heorem 6.3.3.
For 0 < b < the class of transition matrices of the form
^ 1 - b  b 0  . . . 0  0  0
6 6  1 -  76 6  0 . . 0 0 0
56 6  1 -  76 6  . . 0 0 0
56 0 6  1 -  76 6 . 0  0 0
56 0 . . . . 6  1 -  76 6
76 0 . . . . .  6  1 - 8 6
has the limiting probability vector v of the form
\
v = 'Fk-i Sik- 2  (^4n—2) ..., S\q, S§, 62).
P roof .
For the above transition matrix, let the limiting probability vector be given as 
Solving for u, we have the balance equation
uk =  bvfc—x +  ( 1  -  76)^  +  buk+i.
k =  1, 2, . . .  n — 2. That is,
7 v k  —  U k - i  + V k + \ - (34)
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Reversing the order and increasing the spread by a factor of 2 mean that we must
7Sk = S k+2 + Sk- 2 . ■' fc =  2,3,..  (35)
Prom the definition of the above sequence,
Sk 35^ — 1 Sk—2 ,
S k — 1 3 i S '/ c_ 2  —  S k - 3 -
Thus,
S k  =  8 S k - 2  —  3 < S f c _ 3 .
But
3 < S f c - 3  —  S k - 2  +  < S fc -4
Therefore,
S k  =  7 S ' f c _ 2  —  < S f c - 4 -
This corresponds to (35). The initial condition is given by the last column. Hence the 
limiting probability vector forms the normalized sequence of every fourth Fibonacci 
number. □
C o r o l l a r y  6.3.4.
Since for every fourth Fibonacci number [9]
F2 + Fq + Fw +  ... +  Fkn-e +  Fi n - 2  =  F2n, 
then v can be simplified as
v =  lfr(F4n-2i F4n-6, Fe, F2).r 2 n
T heorem 6.3.5.
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For the infinite state version of the class of finite transition matrices whose limiting 
probability vector forms the normalized sequence of every fourth Fibonacci number, u 
becomes
u =  ( l - £ 4, £4 - £ 8, £8 - £ 12, .. .),  
where £ the inverse of the golden ratio.
P r o o f .
For the finite n x  n transition matrix given in Theorem 6.3.3,
F  =  - ^ T  ( F i n - 2 ,  F 4 n _ 6 ,  F q , F 2 ) .
2 n
For the infinite state space case,
v  =  (limn^ n oo S n=4inF42fc_2, hm n^ noo _ 2 ’ •••)•
Let E =  i F ik-2 , and £ =  lim n^ noo^ Y ^ .  Then,
v  =  ( e , e £ 4 , e £ 8 , . . . ) . -
But
s ( l + £ 4 + £8+ ,...) = 1 , 
e =  l - £ 4,
and the result is proved. □
Still of interest to us is the method of finding the transition matrices yielding 
every n th  number of the Fibonacci sequence, where n > 3 in the limiting vector.
6.4. G eom etric Sequences
In this section and later sections, we still use the notation Fn but it may take 
meanings other than the Fibonacci numbers. We consider another class of sequences 
whose initial value is F\ — 1. This class of sequences is governed by the recursive 
relation:
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Fn = kFn n =  2,3, . . .
where k > 1 is fixed.
We present a general form for the resulting classes of transition matrices whose 
limiting vector forms normalized geometric sequences.
T heorem  6.4.1.
For 0 < b < I, where k > I,the class of transition matrices for the form
(
1 - 6  6  0  0
(k — 1 ) 6  1 — kb b 0
(k — 1 ) 6  0  1 — kb 6
(k — 1 ) 6  0  0  1 — kb
(k — 1 ) 6  0
kb 0










1 -  kb b 
0  1 — kb
u —  1 f j - n - l  h . n - 2  u 2  U  p
^ i ~ 1 ? 5 ft) ±y*
The proof follows from the usual pattern. Since Y^=i =  we have the 
following corollary.
C orollary  6.4.2.
The limiting probability vector of the above class of matrices can be written as
i y = ^ L1 (kn- \ k n- 2 ,...k 2 , k , l ) .
T heorem  6.4.3.
For the infinite state version of the transition matrix in theorem (6.4-1), the lim­
iting probability vector becomes
j.   /  k—1 fc—1 k—1 \
^  ~~ v k ’ k2 ’ k3 ’ * * * /*
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P r o o f .
For the class of n x n transition matrices given in 6.4.1,
78
— 1 ( b n - 1 un - 2 h.2 L i \'— 0 ̂  ^ , /t, 1 .̂
Define E =  Y^=o ^  and a  =  lim n^ 00^ = r u .  Then the limiting probability vector
l^i=0 k
becomes
v = t - - - )
But
«  +  f  +  P  +  P  +  - "  =  l -
Therefore,
and the result is proved. □
6.5. Sequence o f All Integers
Consider the sequence of all positive integers whose initial values are F0 — 0, 
F\ =  1 and the sequence is governed by the relation
Fn = 2Tn_i -  Fn_2. n = 2,3, . . .  . (36)
The resulting sequence is {T) } " = 1  =  {1, 2 ,3 , . . .  }. We present a class of transition
matrices whose limiting probability vector is the normalized sequence of positive
integers.
T h e o r e m  6.5.1.
(a) For 0 < b < \,the  class of transition matrices of the form
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( 1 -  2b 2b 0 . . 0
b 1 -  36 2b 0 . . 0
b 0 1 -  36 2b . . 0
0 b 0 1 - 3 6  . . 0
. . . . .. 1 -  36 2b 0
0 0 . . . . 0 1 -  36 26
36 0 . . . . b 0 1 - 4 b ^
has the limiting probability vector of the normalized sequence of positive in­
tegers. That is,
(b) For the infinite state case, the limiting probability vector does not exist. 
P r o o f .
(a) For the above transition matrix, let the limiting probability vector be given
as
Solving for v , we have the balance equation
=  2bvk-i.+ (1 -  3b)uk +  buk+2] k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n -  3.
That is,
3ujt =  2^fc_i +  Ufe+2. (37)
From the reversal method, we must prove that
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But from the definition in (36),
Fk =  2 Fk-i — Fk~ 2- 
2 Ffc_ 2  =  Fk - 1  +  Fk~  3 .
Thus,
F k  =  2 F f c _ i  —  \ { F k - i  +  F k s ) ,
F k  =  f - P f c - i  —  \ F k - z -
Therefore,
2Ffc+i =  3 Fk — Fk-2-
This corresponds to (38), and the initial condition is given by the last col­
umn. Hence the limiting probability vector is the normalized sequence of all 
integers up to n.
For the sequence of integers, we know
l +  2 +  3 +  ... +  n -
Therefore, the limiting probability vector is
U =  M - 2 * - - - * 1) =  H —  , 2 , 1).
(b) Since lim n^ 00n^ " 1y =  0, the limiting probability vector does not exist for 
the infinite state space in this case.
□
T heorem  6.5.2.
For 0 < b < the class of n x n  transition matrices with the same pattern as the 
6 x 6  transition matrix below
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1 —  6 . 6  0 0
b I - 2 b b 0












1 — 26 b 
b 1 - 3  b
has the limiting probability vector
U =  S S i k - i )  (2n ~  1 ’ 2n ~  3 ’ 5) 3;
That is, v forms the normalized sequence of odd integers.
P r o o f .
For the above transition matrix, let the limiting probability vector be given as
v =  {u0 ,u i,v 2, • • •
Solving for u, we have the balance equation
uk =  i +  ( 1  -  2 b)uk +  buk+1 , k = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  n -  2 .
That is,
(39)
Using reversal and doubling the index gap means that we must prove
2 Fk — Fk + 2 +  2 . (40)
From the definition in (36),
-Ffc — 2Ffc_i — Fk- 2 , 
Fk - 1  =  2Ffc_ 2 — Ffc-3,
so
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Fk — 3Ffc_ 2 — 2Ffc_3.
82
Therefore,
Fk =  2 Ffc_ 2 — Fk-4-
This corresponds to (40). The initial condition is given by the last column. Hence, 
the limiting probability vector forms the normalized sequence of odd integers. □
In this case, it will also be noticed that in the infinite state space, the system 
forms a birth and death process with A =  /i. The stability condition for birth and 
death system is not satisfied and therefore the limiting probability vector does not 
exist.
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CHAPTER 7
G eneral R esults
In this section, we present some results regarding the general form for some classes 
of transition matrices whose limiting probability vectors form various classes of se­
quences. First, we present the general form of the class of transition matrices whose 
limiting probability is the normalized class of sequences whose initial values are 0  and 
1 and the multipliers are k and k — 1 . We later extend this to the class of Horadam 
sequences, with general initial values and general multipliers. Again, Fj does not refer 
to Fibonacci numbers in this chapter.
T h e o r e m  7.0.3.
For fixed k from  { 2 , 3 , . . . }, consider the class of sequences governed by the relation
Fn = kFn^i - ( k -  1)F„ _ 2 (41)
where F0 =  0, F\ =  1. Let A  =  k2 — k +  1. Then, for  0 <  b < mm{ p } , the class 
of n  x n transition matrices of the form
' 1 - k b kb 0 0 0
(,k -  1)2& 1 - A b kb 0 .. 0 0
(k — l ) 2b 0 1 - A b  kb 0 0
0 (k -  l ) 2 0 1 - A b  . 0 0
0 0 (k — l ) 2b 0 0
0 0 0 1 - A b kb
 ̂ (2k -  1)6 0 (k -  l )2b 0 l - k 2b )
has the limiting probability vector v of the normalized sequence of every number of 
the sequence. That is,
83
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U =  T"1 F- Fn- i ,  ...F2, Fi ).
Z - / i=  1 ®
P r o o f .
For the sequence governed by the above recursive relation, the general form of the 
first few terms of the sequence is given as
0 , 1 , k, (k2 - k  + 1 ), [k(k2 -  k +  1 ) -  k{k -  1 )] , . . .  .
Let the limiting probability vector v be given as
Then, for i =  1 , . . . ,  n  — 3, the balance equation is given as
kbvi-i +  [1 -  (k2 — k + 1 )b\ui + (k -  1 )2 6 z/ i + 2  =  Vi-
That is,
(k2 -  k +  l)uj =  kvi_ 1 +  (fc -  l)2^ -  (42)
By reversal, we must show that
(k2 -  k +  l)F i -  -  (k -  1 )2 F<_2. (43)
From the definition of the sequence in (41),
Fi =  kFi^i -  (fc -  l ) F i _ 2 . 
kFi—2 =  P i-i +  (A: — l)P i—3 , so 
Fi =  A;Fi_! -  ^ [ F i _ i  +  (A: -  1 )F _3].
Therefore,
kFi — (k2 — k + l)F i_i — (k — 1 )2P _ 3.
Note this equation corresponds to equation (43). The last column is different from 
the others. The adjustment in the last row is based on the probabilistic property of 
transition matrices that the rows sum to 1. The adjustments observed are for the
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(n — 1, n — 1 ), (n — 1,0) entries of the transition matrix. Hence, the limiting probability 
vector forms the normalized sequence of the sequence described in (41). □
For this class of transition matrix and sequence, we investigate the behavior of 
the limiting vector for the infinite state space.
T heorem  7.0.4.
For the class of iniftnite state transition matrices extended from the finite state 
case of Theorem "7:0.3, the limiting probability vector for the infinite state space is 
given as
_  / k—2 k—2 k- 2 \
v  V f c - X ’ ( f c - 1 ) 2 ’ ( f c - 1 ) 3 ’ ■ • - h
where k > 2  is fixed.
P r o o f .
If p = lim n. ..> O Q (see Appendix A), then from the recursive relation (41)
l  =  f c % ^ - ( f c - l ) F’n  —2
Taking limits, we have,
Fn V ' Fn
1 =  kp — (k — l)p2.
Therefore,
— f e ± - v / f c 2 — 4 ( f c — 1 )
P ~  —2(fc—X) '
Simplifying gives p =  as the only positive real root that is less than 1. We work 
with this positive value of p. Hence for the infinite state case, u becomes
v (limn—>oo jf~ i HmnE"=l Fr ’ “""'W-OO Y^=1 Fr
FnDefine 7  =  lim n^ o o n F (see Appendix A). Then
(7 ,7A 7P 2, - ) -
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But 7 +  7p +  7p2 +  ... =  1, so
1  = i - p = i - . £ l - *=*k - 1>
and the result is proved. □
T heorem  7.0.5.
Let A  = k2 — 2k + 2, then for  0 < b < k2_}k+l, the class o f n x n  transition matrices 
of the form
 ̂ 1 - b  b 0  0  0  0  ^
(k — l )2b 1 — Ab b 0 0 0
0 (k - 1  )2b 1 - A b  b 0 0
0  0  { k - l f b  1 - A b  .. 0  0
0  0  0  0  .. 1 - A b  b
y  kb 0 0 0 (A: — 1)26 1 -  (k2 -  k + l)b
has the limiting probability vector u of the normalized sequence of “every other” num­
ber of the Horadam sequence with the initial values 0, 1 and multipliers k, (k-1);
namely
u  — YArlAF^r- 1 C^2n-1> F2n- 3 , ..., Fs, F i ) .
P r o o f .
Let the limiting probability vector u be given as
v = { v o ,v i ,- ,v n- 2 ,Vn-i)- 
For i = 1, . . .  , n  — 2, the balance equation is given as
bvi-i +  [1 -  (k2 - 2 k + 2 )b]Ui +  (k -  l ) 2bui+2 — Vi-
That is,
(k2 - 2 k  + 2)vi = + (k — l ) 2ui+2- (44)
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Using reversal, and increasing index spread by a factor of 2, we must show that
(.fc2 - 2 k + 2)Fi = Fi+2 + (k -  1)2F _ 4. (45)
From the definition of the sequence in (41),
Fi = kFi_i -  (A; -  l)F i_2l 
F*_i =  A:Fj_ 2 -  (A; -  l)F j_3, so 
Fi =  k(kFi- 2 ~  ( k -  1 )F _ 3) -  (& -  1 )F _ 2.
But fcF* _ 3 =  Fj_2 +■ (A: — l)Fj_4, therefore, -
F  =  (A:2 -  2fc +  2 )F _ 2 -  (fc -  1)2F _ 4.
It will be observed that this equation corresponds to equation (45). The initial 
condition is accounted for in the last column. Hence, the limiting probability vector 
forms the normalized sequence of every other number of the sequence. □
T heorem  7.0.6.
For the infinite state space case of the class of finite transition matrices presented 
in Theorem 7.0.5, the limiting probability vector is
  r fc2 —2 fc fc2—2 fc fc2 —2 fc i
u  ~~  i ( f c - l ) 2 ’ ( f c - 1)4 ’ ( f c - l ) 6 > " T
P r o o f .
For the finite version, the limiting probability vector is given as
V  =  £ r = ? W - 1  ^ 2n —3> •••) F 3 , F i ) .
Then, define u> =  lim n^ o o i (see a P P e n d i x  A for the existence of the limit). 
For the infinite state space transition matrix,
u = (uj,up2,u>pi ,...).
But uj +  top2 + u)pA +  ... =  1 . So,
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„2uj = l - p 2.
From the proof of theorem (7.0.4), we find p — -A- .̂ Thus,
u) =  1 — 1 _  fc2 - 2 f c(fc-i)2 (fc-i)2’
and the result is proved.
Next, we consider the sequence of integers governed by the relation
Fn — kFn_i + (k — l)F n _ 2 k — 2 , 3 , . . . ,
□
(46)
where Fo =  0, F i =  1 and k is fixed. We present the class of transition matrices whose 
limiting probability vector forms the normalized sequence class of sequence shown in 
(7.0.5). The infinite state version is also considered.
T h e o r e m  7.0.7.
Let A  
the form,
= k2 + k - 1, then for 0  < b < the class of n x n transition
(  1_
kb kb 0 0 0 0 0 ^
(A- k)b 1 -Ab kb 0 0 0 0
04- k)b 0 1 -Ab .. 0 0 0 0
(2k- 2)6 (fc - I ) 2 0 0 0 0 0
(2k - 2)6 0 (fc -  1)26 .. 0
(2k- 1)6 0 (fc -  l ) 26 (fc - 2)6 1 -Ab b
V (k~ 1)6 0 0 0 b 1 — kb )
has the limiting probability vector v of the normalized sequence of every number of 
the Horadam sequence in (46). That is,
v  =  /y  ( F n • F „ _ i ,  . . . F 2 , F i ) .
P r o o f .
For the sequence governed by the above recursive relation, the first few terms of 
the sequence is given as
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0 , 1 ,  fc, (fc2 +  k — 1) ,  [k(k2 + k —  1)  +  fc(fc — 1 ) ] , . . .  .
Let the limiting probability vector u be given as
^  =  ( ^ 0 , ^ 1  , . . . , n n _ 2 , u „ _ i ) .
For i = 1, . . .  , n  — 3, the balance equation is given as
kbui_i +  [1 -  (k2 +  k -  1 )b\ui + (fc -  l) 2 bui+2 =  iq.
That is,
(fc2 +  fc -  \ ) i / i  =  k u i - i  +  ( k  -  l ) 2 i/i + 2 .
Using reversal, we must show that
(k2 + k -  l)Fi =  kFi+l -  (k -  l f F ^ 2.
From the definition of the sequence in (46),
Fi = kF i-i +  {k — 1 )F4_2.
kF^ 2 =  F i_ i  -  (k -  1 ) F » _ 3 ,  s o
Fi =  -  (k -
Therefore,
kFi =  (k2 +  fc — l)F)_x — (fc — 1 )2F,_3.
Note that this equation corresponds to equation (48) and that the last two rows 
are different from the others. The adjustment in the last two rows is based on the 
initial values of the sequence and the probabilistic property of transition matrices that 
each row sum to 1. The adjustments observed are for the (n — l ,n  — 1), (n — 2,0), 
and (n — 2, n — 3) entries of the transition matrices. Hence, the limiting probability 
vector is the normalized sequence of every number of the sequence in (46). □
T heorem  7.0.8.
(47)
(48)
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For the class of transition matrices presented in Theorem 7.0.7, the limiting prob­
ability vector for the infinite state space is given as
u = (! -  P> (! -  p)p, (! -  p)p2, ■ ■ •), 
where p is the positive real root (less than 1) of the equation
(k — 1 )p2 + kp — 1 =  0 .
P r o o f .
Let p =  limn^oa^Y1  (see Appendix A for proof). Prom (46),
, F k - i  i n .  1\F„_2
Taking limits,
Then,
kp +  (k — 1 )p2 — 1 =  0 .
n    — k ±  ■y /  fc 2+ 4  fc—4
I ~  k- 1
We work with the positive value of p that is less than 1. For the finite state case,
^ =  Vs f r (.F'n> Fre—1) Fn—2> •••) F\).
. Define 7  =  lim n^oo p ■ Then for the infinite state space,Ẑ r= 1
*/ =  ( m p n p 2,--)- 
But 7  +  pp +  7 p2 +  ... =  1. So,
7 =  1 -  p,
and the result is proved. □
We now present results on the class of transition matrices whose limiting proba­
bility vector form the normalized sequence of every other number of the sequence in 
(46)
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T heorem  7.0.9.
For 0 < b < where A  = k2 + 2k — 2, the class of n  x n transition matrices of
the form
^  1 - 6  b 0  0 ' . .  0  0  ^
{ k - l f b  1 - A b  b 0 .. 0 0
4 ( f c - l )6  (k - l f b  1 - A b  b .. .. 0
4 ( f c - l )6  0 (k - l f b  1 - A b  .. 0 0
4(k -  1)6 .. .. .. .. 1 — Ab b
y kb 0  .. .. { k - l f b  l - { k 2 - k  + l)b j
has the limiting probability vector u of the normalized sequence of “every other” num­
ber of the sequence (4 6 ),
V p2r_ 1 (- 2̂n—1 > Fin—3j •••-̂ 3) -^l)-
P r o o f .
Let the limiting probability vector v be given as
V = ( y 0 ,Vl,...,Vn- 2 -,Vn-l).
For i — 1, . . .  , n  — 2, the balance equation is given as
bvi-i +  [1 -  (k2 + 2 k — 2 )b]oi +  (k -  l fb u i+i =  f*.
That is,
(k2 +  2 k — 2)ui =  yi-i +  (k — 1 )2Vk+\- (49)
Using reversal and increasing the index gap by a factor of 2 mean we must prove that
{k2 +  2k — 2)Fi — Fi+ 2 — {k — i f  F ^ -  (50)
From the definition of the sequence in (46),
Fi = kF i-i +  {k — l)F j_ 2 ,
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Fi- 1  =  AFj_ 2 +  (fc — 1 ) ^ - 3 , so
Fj = k(kFi_ 2 + (k — l ) F i s )  + (k — l)Fj_2.
But fcFj_ 3  =  F _ 2  ~ (k — 1 )F_4. Therefore,
Fi = (k 2 +  2 k -  2 )Fi_ 2 -  (k — 1 )2 F ^ 4-
It will be noticed that equation (49) matches equation (50). The initial condition 
is accounted for in the last column. Hence, the limiting probability vector forms the 
normalized sequence of every other number of the sequence. □
T heorem  7.0.10.
For the infinite state transition matrices corresponding to, the class of transition 
matrices whose limiting probability vector forms the sequence of every other number 
in the sequence, the limiting probability vector is
v = ((i - p 2 ,p2(l - p 2 ) ,p4(l - p 2) , . . . ) ,
where p =  •
P r o o f . For the finite version, the limiting probability vector is given as 
u  ~  ( F ^ n - i , F 2 n - 3 ,  ■■■, F 3 , F i ) .
Define co = lim n-^rx> —  (see Appendix A for the justification of the existence? — i r2r — 1
of this limit). For the infinite state case,
v =  (to, top2, top4, ...).
But co +  cop2 +  cop4 +  ... =  1. Therefore,
co =  1 -  p2,
and the result is proved. □
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7.1. Horadam  Sequences
A.F Horadam [17] described a class of sequences where the initial values are 
Hq — j ,  and H\ =  i. The resulting class of sequences is governed by the recursive 
relation
Hn =  xH n- i± y H n- 2- n = 2 , 3 , . . .  . (51)
The class of sequences thus formed is known as Horadam sequence, also written as 
U (j. /, x, //).
In this section we present general results concerning this class of sequences. First 
we investigate the class of transition matrices whose limiting probability vector form 
the sequence of Horadam numbers where the initial values are 0 and 1, namely 
H( 0 , l , x , y )  where x > y > 0. The theorems presented in this section include 2 
cases simultaneously, namely Hn = xH n_\ +  yHn- 2 , and Hn =  xH n- 1 — 2.
T h e o r e m  7.1.1.
ForO < b < m in{x, x  > y2, andx 2 ± y —x, the class o f n x n  transition
matrices with the same pattern as the 6 x 6  transition matrix given below
1 — xb xb 0 0 0 0
(x2± y  — x)b 1 -  (x2±y)b xb 0 0 0
(x2± y  — x)b 0 1 -- (x2±y)b xb 0 0
(x2± y  -  y 2 -  x)b y 2b 0 1 -  (x2±y)b xb 0
(x2± y  y2 1)6 0 y2b 0 1 -  {x2±y)b 6
(x -  y2)b 0 0 y2b 0 1 — xb
has the limiting probability vector form the normalized sequence of every number of 
the sequence {Hk}.
In the above, the condition that the entries be probabilities is violated i f  x < y2. 
Instead, for x < y2, the class of transition matrix given below is appropriate.
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1  — xb xb 0 0 0 0
(x2± y  — x)b 1  -  (x2±y)b xb 0 0 0
{x2± y  — x)b 0 1  -  (x2±y)b xb 0 0
(.x2± y  -  y2 -  x)b y2b 0 1 -  (x2±y)b xb 0
(x2± y  -  y2 -  7  -  1 ) 6 0 y 2b 7 6 1  -  (x2±y)b b
(x — r)b 0 0 rb 0 1  — xb
where y 2 =  j x  +  r.
P r o o f .
For any choice o f-x and y. the first few terms of the resulting sequence of integers
are:
0,1 , x , x 2± y , x ( x 2± y ) ± x y , . . .  ,
where we have either 2 plus signs or 2 minus signs for the two cases. Let the limiting 
probability vector v be given as
v = (v0 ,V i,...,Vn_2 ,Vn-l)-
For i = 1, . . .  , n — 3, the balance equation is given as
xbvi-i +  [1 -  (x2 ±  y)b}ui + y2bui+ 2  =
That is,
(x2 ±y ) v i  =  xvi+l + y2ui+2. (52)
From reversal, we must show that
(;x2±y)Hi  = xH i+1 +  y2H i-2. (53)
From the definition of the sequence in (51),
Hi — iyTTj_ 2 ,
xHi^  2 =  Hi-i^pyHi-3.
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xHi = (x2±y)Hi_i  -  y2Hi_3.
This equation corresponds to equation (51). The variations in the last three 
columns of the matrices are due to the initial conditions of the sequence. Hence, 
the limiting probability vector forms the normalized sequence of every number of the 
Horadam sequence Hk. □
- T h e o r e m  7 .L2. -  - — -
For 0 <  b < ,x2 ±2y and y > 0, the class o f n x n  transition matrices with the same 
pattern as the 6 x 6 transition matrix
1 - 6 b 0 0 0 0
(.x 2 ± 2 y  -  1 ) 6 1  —  ( x 2 ± 2 y ) b 6 0 0 0
( x 2 ± 2 y - y 2 -  1 ) 6 y 2b 1  -  { x 2 ± 2 y ) b 6 0 0
{ x 2 ± 2 y  -  y 2 -  1 ) 6 0 y 2b 1  — ( x 2 ± 2 y ) b 6 0
( x 2 ± 2 y  -  y 2 -  1 ) 6 0 0 y 2b 1  — ( x 2 ± 2 y ) b 6
{ x 2 ± y  -  y 2 )b 0 0 0 y 2b 1  -  ( x 2 ± y ) b
has the limiting probability vector formed by the normalized sequence o f every other 
number of the sequence . That is,
^  •sr-'k= n tt ( - ^ 2 7 1  — 1 ,  - H 27J —3 , -^ 2 7 1  —5? H 3 , t i f j .
2 ^ k = 1 2 k  —1
P r o o f .
Let the limiting probability vector v  be
For i — 1, . . .  , n  — 2, the balance equations are given as
bvi-i +  [1 -  (x 2 ±  2y)b\ui +  y 2bui+1 =  u{.
That is,
(x2 ±  2y)v>i =  Vi-\ +  y2v% \̂- (54)
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Using reversal and increasing the index gap by a factor of 2 means we must show that
(x2±2y)Hi = Hi+2 - y 2Hi^ .  (55)
From the definition of the sequence in (51),
U-i
H i-i = xHi„2±yHi-3.
Therefore,
Hi = (x2 ± y ) H i - 2± xy H i-3- 
But xH i- 3 =  H i^ T y H i- i ,  hence,
Hi = (x2±2y)Hi- 2 - y 2Hi- i .
Note that this corresponds to equation (55). The adjustment in the last column 
can be constructed by using the ratio of the fourth term to the second term of the 
sequence. □
7.2. General R esults 2
In the previous section, we assumed initial values of 0 and 1. In this section, 
we present a more general result regarding the class of transition matrices whose 
limiting probability vector is formed by sequence(s) belonging to the Horadam class of 
sequences. We investigate the general class x. y), namely, the class of sequence
with the initial values H 0 — j  and H\ =  i, and the governing recursive relation
Hn = xH n^!± yH n_2, n  =  2 ,3, . . .  . (56)
where x > y > 0. We investigate the form of the class of transition matrices whose 
limiting probability vector is the normalized sequence of every(every other) number 
of the Horadam sequence for any choice of j, i . x . y  for x > y > 0. The behavior of
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the limiting probability vector for the infinite state space is also investigated.
T h e o r e m  7.2.1.
Let M  = x 2 ±  2y, then, for 0 < b < m in { ± , ^ }, j  > 0, M > y 2 +  1, and 
x>'\yj >y2  ̂ fhe class of transition probability matrices whose limiting probability vectors 





1 - 6  
(M -  1)6 1
( M — y 2 — 1)6 
( M — y2 — 1)6
( M — y2 — 1)6 





Mb  6 
1 - M b
y2b I -  Mb b
I - M b  b




1 - ( x i ±y j )  i
V — E tc=n ttk= 1 W2fe{H2n, H 2n-2 , H2n-4, ■■■H2 , Hq) .
(b) For0 < b < m i n { x{xi+F)±yi), M  -  y2 -  1 > 0 and i > 0, the class of 
transition matrices given as
'  1 - 6  6 . .     . .  0 \
V (
(M  -  1)6 
{M — y2 — 1)6 
( M - y 2 -  1)6
[M — y2 — 1)6
x(x i ±y j )± y i
I - M b  b
I - M b  6 




2b 1  _  x: [xi±yi )±yi  ^i /
has the limiting probability vector of the normalized sequence of “every other” number 
of Horadam sequence gven in (56). That is,
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v  =  ^k=nrr  { H 2n- \ ,  # 2 7 1 -3 ;  # 2 t i - 5 ;  •••Hz,  H i ) .
2^k= 1 W2fc-1
P r o o f .
Given the recursive relation in (56), the general form of the first few terms of the 
class sequences is given as:
j , i , x i ± y j , x { x i ± y j ) ± y i ,   (57)
Let the limiting probability vector
v = (*'o,*'i, . . . , i / n _ 2 , U „ _ i ) .
For i = 1 ,2, . . .  , n  — 2, the balance equation is given as
+  [1 -  (x 2 ±  2 y)b]vi +  y2bui+i =
That is,
(x2 ±  2y)vi =  Vi_x + y2vi+1. (58)
Using reversal and increasing the spread by a factor of 2 means that we must show 
that
(x2±2y)Hi = Hi+2 - y 2Hi„2. (59)
Iterating the terms of the sequence using the general recursive formula, we have
Hi =  xH i„i±yH i_2,
H i-i = x H i-^ y H i- z .
Therefore,
H i  =  ( x 2 ± y ) H i - 2 ± x y H i - a ,
But xH i- 3 =  H i ^ y H i - i ,  so
H  = (x2± 2 y)Hi„2 - y 2H i^ .
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Equation (58) corresponds to equation (60). The last columns of the two transition 
matrices are formed by inserting the ratio of the fourth(third) term to the second(first) 
term of the sequence at the (n — 1, n — 1) entry of the transition matrix. The (n — 1,0) 
entry is found by adjusting the row to sum to 1 . □
Hence, the above results give us the general form of the class of transition matrices 
whose limiting probability vector is formed by every other Horadam numbers for any 
choice of initial values. We now investigate the infinite state space behavior of the 
limiting probability vector.
T h e o r e m  7.2.2.
For the infinite state case, the class of transition matrices whose limiting proba­
bility vector is the normalized sequence of every other number of Horadam sequence 
has the limiting probability vector
v  =  (1 -  L2, (1 -  L 2)L2, (1 -  L 2)L4, ...)
where 0 < L  < 1 is defined in the proof below,
P r o o f .
For infinite state space, let L =  lim n^ (see Appendix A). Then taking the 
limit of both sides of the equation (56), we have
1 =  lim n^ 0O{ x ^ L± y ^ f - } .
That is,
1 =  x L ± y L 2
There are two cases:
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(1)
1 = xL  + yL2
That is,
yL2 + xL  — 1 =  0. 




1 =  xL  — yL 2,
That is,
yL2 — xL  + 1 =  0.
_  x ± y /x 2 — Ay
L =  Tv
In both cases, we work with the appropriate value of L in (0,1). Therefore, for the 
class of transition matrices with the limiting probability vector
v  =  ^ 7- 7, , ,  ( / / 2 n  1: # 2 n - 3 ;  # 2 n - 5 >  • • • , H ' i -  H \ ) ,
the limiting vector for the infinite state case is given as
it — (llTTi  H2n — 1  J im  ^2n—3_ \
V  o o ^ 2 k = n j j 2k  i  ) <'<'Ulfn—>OC Y ^ i = n  H 2
Let £  =  X^"=i H%i-i and let a  =  lim n-^00H2̂ r1 (see Appendix A). Then
v = (a, ceL2, aL 4, aL 6, ...).
But
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ol H- o tL2 -(- a L 4 ci lf t  . . .  =  1 .
101
Therefore, a  =  1 — L 2, and the result is proved. □
T heorem  7.2.3.
Let N  = x2 ± y ,  then f o r 0 < b <  m ih { ^ , x{xh±]/j):Lvr ■}, (x i± y j)  > y2, and 
(x2±y) > x i± y j  +  y2, the class of transition matrices of the form
1 — xb xb 0 . . 0
(N -  x)b 1 -  Nb xb 0 0
(N - x ) b 0 1 -  Nb xb 0
(N — y 2 — x)b y2b 0 1 -  Nb  . 0
(N - y 2 -  (a:i±yj))b 0 1 — Nb  (xi±yj)b 0
{x (x i±y j ) ±y i  -  y2 -  i}b 0 0 1 — (x{xi±yj )±y i)b ib
\  (z * ± 2/ i  -  y 2)b 0 y2b 0 1 -  (xi±yj )b  /
has the limiting probability vector which is the normalized sequence of every Horadam 
sequence number. That is,
1
v =
E L i  n k
P r o o f .
Let the limiting probability vector be denoted by
V  =  ( i ' O ,  V l ,  V 2 , . . . , V „ - 2 ,  V n - l ) -
Then, solving v = uP  gives balance equation
uk = xbuk_i +  (1 -  (x2±2y))buk + y2buk+2, 
for A; =  2 ,3 , . . . ,  n — 3. That is,
{x2±y)uk = xvk~i +  y2uk+2.
(60)
(61)
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Using reversal, we must show that
{x2± y)H k = xH k_ i +  y2Hk- 2. (62)
From the definition of Horadam sequences,
H k =  xH k^ ± y H k_2, 
xH k- 2 =  -Hfc-iTy-Hfc-3-
Therefore,
xH k =  (x2±y)JTfc_i -  y2Hk- 3 -
It will be observed this corresponds to equation (62). In addition, given the gen­
eral recursive relation given in (56), and the first few terms given in (57), the last 
two columns account for the first few terms of the sequence. Therefore, the limit­
ing probability vector is formed by the normalized sequence of Horadam sequence
The above general result implies that the transition matrix can be formed as 
long as conditions are met. Hence with these general results, we now have classes 
of transition matrices whose limiting probability vectors is the normalized Horadam 
sequences (for x > y > 0). We illustrate these results with examples.
E x a m p l e  7.2.1.
For x = 3, y =  2, i =  3, and j  = 1, with the recursive formula, (56), the first few 
terms of the resulting sequence are:
numbers. □
1,3,11,39,139,495,1763,6279, 22363,...
For 0 < b < Tj, from Theorem (7.1.2), the class of 5 x 5  transition matrices
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/  1 6 6 0 0 o N
126 1 —136 6 0 0
8b 46 1 - 1 3  b b 0
86 0 46 1 — 76 36
v 76 0 0 46 1 -  116 y
has the limiting probability vector
24577(22363,1763,139,11,1) 
which is the normalized sequence of “every other” number of the above sequence.
E xample  7.2.2.
Consider the sequence 77(0,1,3, —2), with the first few terms : 
0 ,1 ,3 ,7 ,15 ,31 ,63 ,127 ,255 ,511 , . . . .
To get the class of transition matrices whose limiting probability vector is the normal­
ized sequence of the above sequence, we apply the result in Theorem (7.0.3).
For 0 < 6 < 7, the class of 7 x 7  transition matrices
- 3 6 36 0 0 0 0 0
46 1 - 7 6 36 0 0 0 0
46 0 1 - 7 6 36 0 o 0
0 46 0 1 — 76 36 0 0
0 0 46 0 1
rH 36 0
6 0 0 46 6 1 — 76 6
26 0 0 0 6 0 1 - 3 6
has the limiting probability vector
u= ^ (127 ,63 ,31 ,15 ,7 ,3 ,1 ) ,  
which is the normalized sequence of every number of the above sequence.
The results presented in this chapter are summarized by a pictorial representation 
(See Appendix B).
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CHAPTER 8
H oradam  Sequences and O ther C lasses o f Transition  
M atrices
In this section, other classes of transition matrices are presented whose limiting 
probability vector is the normalized sequence of Horadam sequences. Later in the 
section, some common properties of the classes of transition matrices are examined. 
The purpose is to give the general results regarding the classes of transition matrices 
examined in this work.
8.1. A N ew  Class o f Transition M atrices
As an example, we consider the transition matrix P for a Markov Chain with 5 
states {0,1, 2,3,4} given as
(  1 I  
4 4
P
1 1 1  
2 4 4
1 1 1  
4 4 4 4
0 i  
0 0








12 =  ^(29,12 ,5 ,2 ,1) .
The limiting probability vector is the normalized sequence of the first 5 Pell Numbers 
(see section 6.2).
By uniformization, a corresponding rate matrix for this Markov chain is given as
104
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\
105
















o. i  i  - i
0 0 I I
An example of a process that can be modelled by the above rate matrix is a 
queueing system where the customers arrive singly but are served either singly or in 
pairs. Consider an hospital where doctors attend to patients. The patients enter the 
system singly but are served either singly or in pairs (e.g. whenever a couple joins 
for treatment).
Extending this to transition matrices of higher finite dimensions gives more Pell 
numbers. The Pell numbers are a special case of Horadam numbers with H (0,1, 2,1). 
A general form of the class of transition matrices with similar patterns have been 
discovered and the general result is provided below.
M  =
\
T h e o r e m  8 .1 .1 .
For 0 < b < m i n { T ] Xi+yj}> aU(̂  * > c âss ° f  lrans'd'l0n matrices of the
form
(  1 - 6  6 0 0 . 0 0 . 0  0 
xb 1 — ( x +  1)6 6 0 . 0  0 0 0
yb (x — y)b 1 — (as +  1)6 6 . 0  0 0 0
0 yb (x — y)b 1 — (a: +  1)6 . 0  0 0 0
0 0 yb (x — y)b . . .  . 0
yb (x — y)b 1 — (a: +  1)6
0 0 . . . .  y6 i _ [ £ i ±Ml]b J
has the limiting probability vector of the normalized sequence of every Horadam se­
quence number H( j , i , x , y ) .
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P r o o f .
Let the limiting probability vector be
u = (u0,u l ,u2, . . . , u n-i).
For k = 1,2, . . .  , n — 3, the balance equation for the above transition matrix is given
by
vk = bvk- i  +  [1 -  ( t  +  1 )b]vk +  (x — y)bvk+\ +  ybuk+2,
that is,
(X +  l)v k =  i/fc_i +  \x  -  y)vk+1 +  yvk+2. (63)
Using reversal, we must show that
(x +  1 )Hk = Hk+1 +  (x -  y )Hk- 1 +  ytffc-2 - (64)
From the definition of the Horadam sequence numbers,
Hk = xH k_i +  yH k- 2-
Adding and subtracting Hk_i +  x Hk_2 on both sides gives
H k = {x + \ )Hk- i - { x - y ) H k- 2 + xH k- 2 ,
Hk = (x + l)Hjfe_i -  {x -  y)H k- 2 -  (#fc-i -  xH k_2).
But fffc-i — xH k - 2  = yHks ,  so,
H k = (x +  l) f f fe_i -  (x -  y)iLfc_ 2  -  ytffc-3 -
That is,
Lffe+i =  (x +  1 )Hk - ( x -  y)Hk_i -  yH k_2-
Note that this matches equation (64). The adjustments in the last two rows of the
transition matrix are based on the probabilistic properties of transition matrices (that
is, each row must sum to 1). The entries in the last two columns are derived as follows:
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Given the Horadam sequence H( j , i , x , y )  for the positive version, the first few 
terms of the resulting sequence are
j , i, x i + y j , x(x i + y j)  +  yi , x{x(x i  4- yj) + yi} + y{xi + y j ) , . . . .
Since the limiting probability vector forms the normalized Horadam sequence (ne­
glecting the first term), the resulting new sequence is also given by
i, xi + yj, x(xi  + yj) + yi, x{x(xi  +  yj) + y i) + y{xi +  y j ) , . . . .
Then the following entries are derived as shown below.
(1) The (n — 1, n — 1) entry of M is obtained by by inserting the ratio of the second 
entry of the new sequence to the first entry as the coefficient of b.
(2) The (n — 1, n  — 2) entry of the transition matrix is obtained by subtracting the 
fourth term of the sequence from the product of the third terms and (x + 1 ). That is,
f ' . i w  xi + y j ' t x (x i + y j) + yi _  (x -  y)i + y j
lX +  i j i  i 1 i ~  i
(3) Since each row of the transition matrices sum to 1, the (n — \ ,n  — 3) entry is 
obtained by subtracting the (n — 1, n — 2) entry from (n — 1, n — 1) entry.
xi +  y j (x -  y)i +  y j _  yi _
i i i ^
Using this construction, the transition matrix has as limiting vector the normalized 
Horadam sequence. □
Moreover, it is observed that the above class of transition matrices has a limiting 
probability vector that does not form the normalized sequence of every number of the 
sub class of Horadam sequences given by
H n ^ x H n ^ - y H n ^ -  (65)
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Instead, we present another “nice” class of transition matrices whose limiting proba­
bility vector is the normalized sequence of the subclass of sequences in (65).
T heorem  8.1.2.
For 0 < b < (xi — y j ) > yi,i > 0, and x  > y + 1, the class of transition matrices
of the form
( 1 -6  6 0 o . . . . o ^
M  =
(x — 1)6 1 — xb b 0
(x — y — 1)6 yb 1 — xb b 
(x — y — 1)6 0 yb 1 — xb
(x — y  — 1)6 0 0 yb
0 yb 1 ~ xb b
. . yb i _ 2izZLb
has the limiting probability vector of the normalized sequence of every number of the 
sequence in (65).
P r o o f .
Let the limiting probability vector be
v = {vQ,vu v2, . . . , v n_i).
For k = 1 ,2, . . .  , n  — 2, the balance equation for the above transition matrix is given 
by
vk = bvk_ i +  (1 - x b ) u k + ybuk+1,
that is,
xvk =  2;fe_i +  yuk+1. (66)
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Using reversal we must show that
xHk =  Hk+1 +  yH k_ i (67)
From the definition of the Horadam sequence numbers in (65),
Hk =  xHk- i  —yH k- 2
This is seen to match equation (67) and in turn equation (67) is equivalent to (66), 
and the result is proved. □
It will be observed that this new class of transition matrices has the same pattern 
as the class of transition matrices presented in Theorem (7.2.1).
8.2. Queueing M odels W ith  Thresholds
For most classes of models considered so far, the limiting probabilities have been 
increasing (or decreasing) as the state number increases. In this section we consider 
another class of model formed where the limiting probabilities increase until a thresh­
old is reached and then decrease after the threshold. We present an interesting class 
of transition matrices that models this type of situation.
T h e o r e m  8.2.1.
Let M  = x2 + 2y. Then, for  0 < b < -^ and i > 0, the class of n  x n transition 
matrices of the form
1 — b b 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 - b b 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 - b b 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 -  b b 0 0
0 0 y2b y2b 1 -  Mb b 0
0 y 2b 0 0 y2b 1 - M b b
^ x (x i± y j )± y i  y 2}}) 0 0 0 0 to o- j x (x i± y j )± y i  j %
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has the limiting probability vector which is the normalized sequence of “every other 
number” of Horadam sequence. That is,
v = ^ ^ - ( # 2 , H±, H6, H7, H5, H s , H 1).
l ^ k = 1
Extending this to (2n +  l) x (2n +  l) transition matrices, the limiting probability vector 
has the general form
V  =  s-^k=2n-\~l tj (H2,H 4,...H 2n_2> H2n, H2n+i, # 2 7 1 - 1 )  # 2 n - 3 :  •••> # 3 :  # l )2̂ k=l k
where the threshold is reached at state (n +  1). For 2n  x 2n transition matrices, the 
limiting probability vector is given as
v  =  ^ f c = 2 n , ,  ( # 2 )  # 4 ,  2j # 2 n :  # 2 n - l ,  # 2 n - 3 >  •••> # 3 )  # l )2̂ fc= 1 "fc
and the threshold is reached at state n.
Real life processes that can be modelled by the above transition matrices abound 
in nature. For example, consider a patient that is ignorant of having cancer . Over 
time, the cancer cells build up in his system until he begins to experience symptoms 
(that is, when the threshold is reached). On visiting the doctor, the type of treatment 
prescribed determines the amount of cancer cells to be removed. The treatment 
options include drug administration or a major surgery. Administering drugs removes 
only a few cells at a time and the drop or increase depends on the degree of success. If 
a major surgery is recommended, infected tissue is removed and hence, a considerable 
amount of cancer cells are removed, so amjor drop occurs.
While Figure 8.1 shows the pattern observed in this class of transition matrices, 
Figure 8.2 is a graphical plot of the limiting probabilities in each state against the 
state number. The threshold of the graph corresponds to the “build up” in the system 
before the “service” starts.
Some of the peculiar features of this class of model are given below.
(1) The arrival rate into the system is constant.
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F ig ure  8.1. The observed matrix pattern.








F ig ur e  8.2. The graph of limiting probabilities against the state number.
(2) Service does not start until a threshold is reached.
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FIGURE 8.3. The observed transformed matrix pattern.
(3) The service pattern can be in singletons or in batches proportional to the 
state number.
(4) The rate of service for the individuals is equal to the service rate for the 
batches.
Of interest to system designers is the limiting probability vector (for infinite state 
space) of systems that can be modelled with the above transition matrix. It will be 
observed that this transition matrix does not allow an extension to an infinite state 
space.
8.3. Properties of the Transition M atrices
In this section we examine some common properties of classes of transition ma­
trices considered thus far.
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8.3.1. On Transform ation of Transition M atrices.
For most of the classes of transition matrices considered so far in this thesis, 
the limiting probabilities decrease as the state increases. Moreover, as illustrated 
Theorem 3.3, a matrix can be transformed to get the transition matrix whose limiting 
probabilities increase as the state increases. It is observed that this approach can be 
extended to the other classes of transition matrices we considered to get a different 
system whose limiting probabilities increase as the state number increases.
As an example of a transformation, we consider the class of transition matrices 
in Theorem (8.2.1). After reflecting over the matrix center, we have a class of n x n 
transition matrices with the same pattern as the 7 x 7  transition matrix given below:
f  ̂ x(xi±yj)±yij} k Q 0  0 0 ( x(xi±yj)±yi 2̂  ̂ ^
6 1 - M b  y 2b 0 0 y2b (M  -  2y2 -  1)6
0 b 1 - M b  y2b y2b 0 (M  — 2y2 — 1)6
0 0 6 1 - 6 0 0  0 
0 0 0 6 1 - 6 0  0
0 0 0 0 6 1 - 6  0
0 0 0 . . . .  6 1 - 6
The resulting limiting vector is given as
V  =  ^ f c = 2n  I ,  { H i ,  H s ,  . . . H 2 n - 3 ,  H . 2 n —1)  H 2 n + h  H 2 n - 2 ,  ^ 2 n - 4 )  • • • ,  H 4 , H 2 ) .2̂ k=1 nk
The observed pattern in this class of transformed transition matrices is given in Figure
8.3.
8.3.2. On Uniqueness o f th e Classes o f Transition M atrices.
One of the pertinent issues that arises in this study is the uniqueness of the class 
of transition matrices that produce the limiting probability vector whose elements 
form different types of sequences. It is observed that some classes of transition ma­
trices, whose limiting probability vector is a normalized vector sequence of numbers, 
are not unique. For some sequences, there exist more than one class of transition
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matrices (representing different systems) whose limiting probability vector forms the 
normalized sequences belonging to the Horadam class of.
For example, consider the classes of transition matrices mentioned in Theorem 
3.0.2 and 6.3.1. The two different classes of matrices produce the same limiting 
probability vector. Recall the transition matrix in chapter 4, which represents a model 
of queueing systems where the arrival and service pattern increases in a Fibonacci 
pattern. The limiting probability vector is found to be proportional to Fibonacci 
numbers. Another example is the sequence of Pell numbers. Based on the general 
results in the previous chapter, we get two different classes of transition matrices 
whose limiting probability vector gives the normalized sequence of Pell numbers.
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CHAPTER 9
Conclusion and Future Research
In this thesis, we have illustrated that the Fibonacci numbers (and variants) 
make their appearance in the limiting probability vectors of some classes of natural 
transition matrices and infinitesimal generators. Also, some general results concerning 
the class of transition matrices whose limiting probability vector is the normalized 
sequences of Horadam sequences have been presented. Certain properties of these 
classes of transition matrices have also been presented.
Traditionally, rate matrices for birth and death processes have been a major focus 
of probability models and will continue in that role. By our knowledge of number se­
quences, we have been able to obtain the limiting probability vectors for some classes 
of queueing models, beyond the birth and death processes. Also, our methods allow 
us to obtain limiting vectors for certain infinite state processes in a (perhaps) new and 
relatively easy manner, by working with properties of the finite state version. Hope­
fully, this work will encourage other models to be examined more carefully beyond 
the scope of this thesis.
Unanswered questions include the following. Can we obtain a “nice” general 
form of transition matrix such that the limiting probability vector gives every third 
Fibonacci number, every fourth Fibonacci number, and so on? Given an infinite 
state space transition matrix, under what circumstances can we finitely truncate 
(with adjustments) to get a sufficiently “nice” finite state limiting probability vector 
which can be used to obtain the infinite state limiting vector? Furthermore, while 
we have considered the class of sequences whose next term is the linear combination 
of the preceding two terms, can we construct interesting transition matrices from the
115
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knowledge of other sequences beyond the Horadam class of sequences? Are there 
other reasonable queueing models which can be described using the special matrix 
forms (just the nonzero positions) that occurred in this work?
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T h e o r e m  A 1 . For Fibonacci sequence numbers,
(a) lirrin^oojp1̂  exists,
Fn
’ i Ft(b) lim n^ 00^ n n „ exists.
P r o o f .
(a) The Fibonacci numbers can be written as
p  _  ( l+ y /5 ) " - ( l - y /5 r  
n 2n\/l
Let a  =  and (3 = Then
Hence
r  _  a n-/3n
r n ~  V5 '
Fn _  an-Pn 
Fn-i a"-1-/?"-1'
P \ nTaking the limits as n —> oo, ((()" —> 0. Hence we have 
ljm  _ L k _  -  ljm a~^§)npn_1 — (-M/6n_>oO i ’\ Ct'
Therefore,
HtD ■ n̂-— ry z=.(j(/,,(/n —> o o p n  1 —  u - —  2
(b) We know
Fn =  Fn_i +  Fn _ 2 n — 2,3, . . .  .
Let Fn — rn. Then, the corresponding characteristic equation is given as
r2 — r2 4- r  +  1. (68)
117
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Solving for the above equation gives two distinct roots rq — and r 2 =  
. Then Fn can be written as
F n  = ai?T + a 2 r ^ .
Then
Fn ayr™ +  a2r2
E L i  Fn a ^ r ?  +  a ^ r f
Since rq is the largest root of the characteristic equation (68). The above 
can be simplified as
F n  a \ r  i n  +  a 2 r %
Dividing through by r" and taking the limits, lim n^ oo(^)n —> 0. Thus we
have
 En  =  D~1 =  1ivmn^  o o  F . ri i
□
T heorem B 1. For x  > y > 0 in the class of Horadam sequences governed by
i 4- yH n—2 R ■ 2,3, . . .  ,
(a) exists.
(b) lim n^ noN--,r exists.2^k=lnk
P roof .
(a) For Horadam sequences governed by the above recursive relation, the result­
ing characteristic equation is given as
r 2 — xr — y =  0.
Solving for r  gives
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x  +  \ !  x2 +  4 y x  — J x 1 +  Ay
n  = ------^ ---------; r2 = --------- «— — •
Assume the roots are distinct roots. Then,
Hn -  xa ir in +  ya2r2n,
n  — 1 _ L  n . r ,  ^  n —1Hn- i  xa1rin + ya2r2
Hn x a ^ x 71 + -ya2r2n
H n-1 1 +  e © ? ) ”- 1
H n  n + r 2 ( % ) ^ r - ' -  
Note that as n —» oo,
( H ) n ^ 1 =  =  ( ~ Ay  \ n - 1
Pi £ +  -y/a;2 +  4y (a: +  i / z 2 +  4y)2
Therefore, limn^oo^rr1 =  A exists.j n —>oc i/n  ri
(b)
,. # « - i  x a in 11 +  ya2r2r
Lirrir, —m —>oo r —m  u  b i v - w  k '
Efc=1 ®OlEfc=l r l +  ?/a2Ejt=l r2
This can be simplified to
lim,n ^ o o y ^ r t  r r   I S / / a 2 \  r 2 ( r2n - 1 \~
2-^k—l  to r±— I x ^ a i ' r 2 —1 ̂  r \ n J
Therefore, as n  —> oo,
linn —̂ '—-— 1 — Au m n-7°°T,k=iHk n
exists.
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□
T h e o r e m  C 1. For x > y +  2 > 0 in the class of Horadam sequences governed
by
Hn xH n_ i yH n_ 2 n 2 , 3 , . . . ,
(a) l i m7 exists,
(b) exists.x ' 2̂ k=l
P r o o f .
(a) For Horadam sequences governed by the above recursive relation, the result­
ing characteristic equation is given as
r 2 — xr  +  y =  0.
Solving for r  gives
x +  — 4y a: — \/:r2 — %
r 1 = --------------------   ; r 2 = ------------
Assume, both roots are distinct, then
Hn =  xa iri"  -  ya2r2n,
Hn- i  _  xaxrx""1 -  ya2r2n~x 
Hn x a in n -  ya2r2n
t t  1 _  ( 2 2 . \ 1 L  ( r v \ n - l1    v ai / x V n _̂___
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Note tha t as n —► oo,
( H ) n - l  =  ( X  ~  \ Z x 2 - ^ y ~  1 =  ( ~ A y  ) » - !  0 .
Pi a; +  i/a;2 — 4y (x +  \ / x 2 -  Ay)2
H 1T h e r e f o r e , / z m ^ o o — exists.
’  f t  0 0  / I n  r i
(b)
t f n _ i  xaxr in -  ya2r2n
Lim„™ E L i^  ^lELi^-yoaELi^'
This can be simplified to
lim.
tt i _  (9&\y(Ti\
t i n - 1 V o j l s t r i /
Jv n  ZJ, r _ l L  _  y (  r2 / r2n - l l
Z—/k=1  ̂ n —1 x'oiZr2 — 1 ' rin /
Therefore, as n  —»■ oo,
exists.
□
When the root is a double root, it can be confirmed that the limits still exist. 
When x  =  k and y = k — 1, the limits exist and the results in Chapter 7 are valid.
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The following diagrams illustrate the patterns observed in different classes of tran­
sition matrices whose limiting probability vector is the normalized Horadam sequence 
numbers.
Observed Patterns for Classes of Transition Matrices
A i =
A 2
R epresents the  main diagonal of the  matrix The d ash  line represen ts the sub  diagonal of zeros
122
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R e p r e s e n ts  a  d ifferen t e n try  on  th e  m a in  d ia g o n a l o f  d ie  m atrix
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Horadam sequences
Hn =  xHn-1 -  yHn-2 jHn = xHn -1  +  yHn-2
Every Other Every Every OtherEve
Matrix CMatrix B ;Matrix B Matrix AMatrix A
Pictorial Representation of the class of Transition Matrices
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